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Vision
For PICA to be recognised locally, nationally and internationally for its role in fostering excellence in, and engagement with,
the full range of contemporary arts practice.

Purpose
Our purpose is to:
• To present quality and innovative artistic programs that capture the diversity of contemporary arts practice and which engage,
educate, challenge and inspire.
• To develop, support and promote the work of contemporary Australian artists and contemporary arts practice.
• To build and engage the widest possible audience for contemporary arts, extending the reach of the arts and nurturing a deep
understanding and enjoyment of current arts practice within the broader community.

Values & Principles
In our work and relationships, we will be:
Innovative
Accessible
Professional
Ethical
Supportive

Key Strategic Goals: 2008–2011
• Increased respect as a member of the Western Australian and national contemporary arts community, with PICA demonstrating
the highest levels of professionalism and expertise in the delivery of its artistic programs and services.
• Increased engagement with current and new audiences and stakeholders including artists, government, sponsors, donors and
cultural partners.
• Increased effectiveness, consistency and reach of PICA’s delivery of its services to artists, audiences, government, sponsors and
other business and cultural partners.
• Contemporary artists practising across all genres and forms are supported by PICA in the development and professional
presentation of their work.
• PICA is led by best practice governance and management, ensuring its capacity to deliver its programs and services to the
highest standards.
• PICA is financially stable, with its development supported by a strengthened and diversified income base.
Noël Skrzypczak, Cave painting II 2006, Courtesy of the artist and Neon Parc, Melbourne.
Installation view of An Ever Expanding Universe, Perth Institute of Contemporary Arts 2008. Photo: Eva Fernandez
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SNAPSHOT OF 2008
In 2008 PICA presented:

Eighteen exhibitions

It also:

(one of which was on tour to regional WA)

Produced eight publications

Nineteen performance seasons

Funded three hybrid research & development projects
In 2008 PICA:

One screen festival

Received 65,733 visitors to its onsite
exhibition program, a 14% increase from 2007

Nine studio residencies

Attracted 9,503 people to its performance program

One creative development

Enjoyed a total annual attendance of 77,460

Four conferences, forums & symposia

of Our audiences surveyed:

Three illustrated lectures

93% were either very satisfied or
satisfied with their experience at PICA

Sixteen free floor talks by
artists, writers and curators

75% of our audience is
aged 0–44 years old

2008

Four workshops

62% of visitors to the exhibitions are
from the Perth Metro area
59% are well educated, with a
tertiary degree or higher

ONE schools learning program

40% are first time visitors to PICA

Three audience development programs
5
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STATISTICS

								

							

programs

2004		

exhibitions							
performances 		
				
screen festival						
residencies 						
public & learning programs				
research & development grants 			
publications 						
Total Programs						

25		
21		
25		
14		
12		
13		
11		
16		
1								
3		
9		
11		
6		
7		
16		
22		
32		
3		
4		
3		
2		
13		
17		
13		
11		
64		
80		
85		
81		

18
19
1
10
31
3
8		
90

Attendance						

2004		

2005		

2007		

2008

2006		

2007		

2008

onsite exhibitions
				
38,700
39,599
51,132
onsite performances			
		
5,732		
10,160
5,010		
offsite/touring exhibitions											
offsite/touring performances 										
education & public programs 				
1,412		
1,332		
2,144		
Total			
					
45,844
51,091
58,286

57,890
9,559		
11,000
2,308
4,102		
84,859

65,733
9,503
433
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2005		

2006		

1,791
77,460

Director’s Report

2008 continued to see PICA position itself as a leading force in the development and
presentation of contemporary arts practice in Australia.
Armed with a new four year business plan and entering the first year of a renewed tripartite funding
agreement with its major funding bodies, PICA set about achieving some of the ambitious goals it had
set itself in order to better service the growing number of artists and audiences with which it engages.
Our continued success in the visual arts
PICA’s 2008 visual arts program continued to articulate the organisation’s ambitions for a heightened
level of engagement with artists and audiences. An increase in critical acclaim and a 13% growth in
visitors did not diminish our ability to maintain strong working relationships with artists and a deep
understanding of their practices across our year long program of exhibitions, publications, screenings,
studio residencies and public programs.
Melissa Keys’ superbly curated An Ever Expanding Universe and Better Places exhibitions together with
artists’ projects such as Gail Hasting’s Sculptural Situations and Julie Dowling’s Oottheroongoo (Your
Country) enhanced our reputation as a producer of nationally significant contemporary art programs.
The commissioning of outstanding new work by Gail Hastings and Jurek Wybraniek reinforced the
importance of such opportunities for artists and fuelled our desire to expand this area of our visual arts
programming.
The resounding success of PICA’s 2008 HATCHED National Graduate Show and studio residency
programs is a clear reflection of the organisation’s deep commitment to the support of young and
emerging artists.
Year one of a new performance strategy
In 2008 PICA embarked on its Contemporary Performance Strategy, a set of actions aimed to strengthen
this area of PICA’s programming and move us toward a year round fully curated program of self and
co-produced innovative and high quality performance. Most importantly this strategy aimed to build
a stable footing and sustainable future for PICA’s performance program, similar to that which had
occurred for its visual arts program through the State and Federal Governments’ Visual Arts & Craft
Strategy.
Seeing the potential of this strategy but initially only able to offer a fraction of the required funds to
support it, the Department of Culture & the Arts strongly encouraged us to draw on our own reserves to
kick-start the process.

7
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Building arts partnerships, networks and advocacy
PICA continued to develop strategic partnerships with local, national and international arts and nonarts organisations. In 2008 these included Propelarts, Artrage, Blue Room, pvi collective, TURA New
Music, SymbioticA, Art Gallery of New South Wales, CACSA, DLux Media, Mobile States, Performance
Space, ArtsHouse, NextWave Festival, Aphids, Darren Knight Gallery, Jonathan Viner London, PS122 New
York and Iniva (Institute for International Visual Arts) in London.

This we did, in the full understanding that the organisation’s reserves would only be able to support
one year or $70,000 of investment in the Strategy. It enabled us to employ, for the first time, a staff
member dedicated to the management of our performance program. It is also meant that for the first
time the performance program was not being supported by funding intended for other areas of PICA’s
operations.
Many achievements were made in the first year of PICA’s Contemporary Performance Strategy. A high
quality and engaging program of theatre, dance, music, live art and hybrid variations of these was
presented – with local, national and international artists and companies being supported like never
before. In contrast to the previous year PICA presented three times the number of its own or coproduced seasons, while offering a 200% increase in sector support.

As WA’s primary centre for current contemporary arts practice we actively contributed to local, national
and international initiatives and policy. We continued our involvement with the CAOS network and the
Mobile States Consortium, whose successful tender to the Australia Council in 2008 will see it tour
contemporary performance around Australia for another three years.

Exciting new performance initiatives
For the first time PICA secured arts partnership funding from the City of Perth and was the only WA
organisation to receive a Program-Presenter Grant ($50,000/yr for 3 years) from the Australia Council’s
Theatre Board. These two new sources of funding represented a strong affirmation of our strategy’s
aims and enabled us to launch three new initiatives: PIE, ARCH and BITE – devised to directly support
the development and presentation of high quality new performance works at PICA.

PICA’s submission to the federal government’s Review of its Innovation System, made a case for the
role of the arts in the development of a creative workforce, adept at risk-taking and able to inventively
tackle some of the big issues facing us as a society today.
Funding and partners
PICA gratefully acknowledges the support of its funding bodies, the State of Western Australia through
the Department of Culture and the Arts in association with Lotterywest and the Australian Government
through the Australia Council, its arts funding and advisory body. I must also acknowledge the
invaluable assistance provided by the Visual Arts and Craft Strategy, an initiative of the Australian, State
and Territory Governments.

Meanwhile PICA’s participation in the International Network for Contemporary Performance (IETM)
meeting in Zurich in November as part of a new Australia Council strategy not only bolstered our
own international networks and ambitions for future collaboration but contributed to a broader and
ongoing Australian presence and participation within this network and its member’s programs. 2008
saw the birth of the WA Theatre Development Initiative (WATDI), a new funding model conceived and
implemented by PICA, the Blue Room and Artrage at the invitation of the Australia Council’s Theatre
Board, that will direct $390,000, over the next two years, toward the development of new theatre here
in WA.

The appointment of a part-time Philanthropy Manager came two years ahead of schedule thanks to
funding assistance from ArtSupport Australia’s Philanthropy Mentorship Program and generous personal
gifts from a number of PICA’s board members. Jo Malone joined us in May, fresh from a campaign that
successfully raised $15million for the restoration of St George’s Cathedral, and proceeded to work
closely with the board and myself in developing a strategy that will see a much greater engagement
with the private sector, particularly philanthropic trusts and individuals interested in investing in
Australia’s creative future.

PICA reaches out to schools
2008 also saw PICA well on its way to offering a groundbreaking new schools education program
that promotes the culture and dynamics of innovation to young people. With a strong desire to ‘get
this right’ PICA partnered with Edith Cowan University, an institution known for its strong arts and
education programs, to embark on a year long scoping study that would review arts, education and
innovation policy documents; develop case studies of best practice examples of schools education
programs delivered by arts organisations around the world; and devise a pilot program to be
implemented by PICA at the conclusion of the study. With internal funding secured from ECU and
interest from the Fogarty Foundation, the Growing Future Innovators research project commenced in
late 2008.

PICA relies heavily on the support of its private, corporate and media partners, without whom we
really could not have achieved all that we have in the past year. I must sincerely thank all our donors
in particular Charles and Caroline Morgan whose generous gift allowed us to continue to present
HATCHED as well as our freight and media partners Grace Fine Art, RTR FM and Xpress Magazine.

Emily Floyd, Is art a truth procedure? Does it provide new ways of thinking about the world? 2004, Is art useful as a therapeutic tool? Discuss this idea in relation to a community based mural project of your choice 2004,
Walter Benjamin claimed that fascism is the intrusion of aesthetics into politics. Is he correct? Discuss using two or more examples to support your argument 2004, installation view of Better Places, 2008. Courtesy the artist and Anna Schwartz Gallery, Melbourne. Photo by Eva Fernandez
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New marketing strategies
The implementation of a new online ticketing and customer relationship management system in June
was again ahead of schedule and immediately utilised by a significant proportion of PICA’s performance
and event audiences. Meanwhile the growth in our enews membership exceeded all our expectations,
with 3,500 subscribers by the end of the year – well over double our target for 2008. The creation of a
PICA facebook group extended our online marketing to the growing number of people who like to keep
up to date through social networking sites.

The young and talented Bayoush Demissie took on the role of Administrative Assistant after working
with us on a part-time voluntary basis for a number of years. She has become an invaluable member of
the PICA team, playing a huge role in the presentation and marketing of our programs.
The enormous achievements and steps forward for PICA this year would not have been possible without
the many dedicated people committed to what PICA stands for. PICA’s permanent staff members, the
army of casual installation, invigilation, front of house and bar staff and our generous and dedicated
volunteers deserve to be heartily congratulated.

Changing the physical face of PICA
2008 saw the completion of concept plans and preliminary costings for PICA’s proposed capital works
campaign. Architects Donaldson + Warn were engaged to undertake this feasibility study in late 2007.
They worked closely with us to develop a proposal that addressed the organisation’s key requirements:
climate control in the exhibition spaces; welcoming and obvious entrance points to PICA; an education
area; dedicated loading, storage and workshop areas; additional dressing rooms; and more office space.

I would finally like to thank the PICA board, including the sea of new and enthusiastic faces that
appeared around the table later in the year, for being ever active and supportive in a year that required
us to think and work strategically. A particular thanks must go to our Chair Margaret Moore who has
steered us so firmly and graciously through a challenging but immensely rewarding year.
Amy Barrett-Lennard
Director

We were delighted with the result. Donaldson + Warn have produced a most elegant solution to a host
of complex and disparate issues. The final concept is sensitive to the existing architectural heritage as
well as to the site and neighbouring institutions. It has carefully taken into account how we operate but
most importantly it provides PICA with basic functional requirements while at the same time making a
statement about who we are and what we do.
This redevelopment will not only greatly contribute to the transformation of the cultural centre and
the Northbridge precinct but also to the cultural reputation of the state. PICA will be able to present
ambitious exhibitions and performances of national and international importance, attract new and
broader audiences and boldly showcase the work of talented West Australians.
Our enthusiastic and skilled team
This year, PICA’s dedicated program staff contributed more than ever to the development of art
forms and artistic careers outside our own programs, by offering sage advice and advocating for new
initiatives, projects and artists’ involvement in a range of external projects.
There were some additions and changes to the PICA team in 2008. Richard Mackay-Scollay joined us
as Business Manager in January, bringing with him many years of performance venue management
experience and more recent exposure to fundraising and development. As mentioned earlier Jo Malone
took up the newly created position of Philanthropy Manager in May. Acting Performance Program
Manager Chrissie Parrott continued in the role until September when Gabrielle Sullivan kindly stepped
into her shoes, paving the way for a full-time incumbent in 2009.

Dancenorth’s Underground, Perth Institute of Contemporary Arts 2008.
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Chairperson’s Report

My first year as Chair of the Board has overseen a year of transformations in Board membership and the
achievement of certain key strategic initiatives for PICA, that have consolidated directions commenced by my
predecessor Bret Mattes working with our ever enterprising Director, Amy Barrett-Lennard.
Bret Mattes planned his resignation from the Board in February to fulfil increasing professional demands as well
as his role with the West Australian Ballet. In May Tos Mahoney resigned after four years of committed service
and Mick Dulaney left in November after membership of three years.
On behalf of all at PICA, I pay tribute to their valuable and sustained contributions to this organisation.
In October, following an innovative, open advertisement for Board Members in national and local press, as
well as in specialist professional journals, we recruited five new members all of whom have brought excellent
credentials, enthusiasm and fresh insight to the governance and ambitions of PICA. New to the Board are
Tony Chong, Camillo D’Angelo, Franklin Gaffney, Pamela Hass and Matthew Howison joining incumbents
Leslie Chalmers, Roshana Lewis and Julie Robson. Leslie, Julie and Roshana have each continued to provide
exceptional counsel and effort. Without question we have a fine team at the governance helm.
Beyond their general Board involvement, members have been actively engaged on sub-committees. These
committees have been devised to reflect the priorities of PICA. The term and charter for these committees is
considered flexible, and open to review upon completion of need, or malleable enough to necessitate shifts in
direction. Particular acknowledgement in 2008 is due to Julie Robson as Chair of the Contemporary Performance
Strategy Sub-Committee and research partner in Growing Future Innovators. The diligence of Julie’s effort and
highly regarded knowledge in the field has effectively meant this committee has met its goals. The refinement
of this agenda, successful staffing of the Performance Strategy and great advances in the Growing Future
Innovators project have been dynamically led by Julie working closely with the Director and staff.
Roshana Lewis, Chair of the Philanthropy and Sponsorship Sub-Committee, and her team have stayed on
course with our Philanthropy Manager Jo Malone to improve our capability and capacity for building fiscal and
friendship support for PICA. In 2008 we express gratitude to Charlie Morgan for leading the way in philanthropy
with a financial gift that greatly assisted PICA in the staging of Hatched. National in its scope and influence,
Hatched is an increasingly major undertaking both economically and conceptually, and one that is emblematic
of PICA’s instrumental role in the nurturing and support of new generations of contemporary artists. Charlie’s
support was exemplary as we go into years where further such gifts and empathy with our aims will be sought.
PICA Board members have also made generous gifts, underscoring their vision for PICA and helping to gather
momentum in the growth of cultural philanthropy.
Leslie has maintained her critical role as head of the Finance, Audit and Risk Management Sub-Committee, a
role she undertakes with scrupulous discipline and guidance. In a year where the Board did commit to the use
Ruth Watson, A map of the world without Utopia on it is not worth even glancing at… 2004
Courtesy of the artist and Two Rooms Gallery, Auckland, New Zealand
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Mathew Hunt, Untitled (Sirens: Rosie’s place) 2007. Courtesy the artist.
Installation view of Old skool (never lose that feeling), Perth Institute of Contemporary Arts 2008. Photo: Eva Fernandez.

of partial reserves to augment the Performance Strategy and thus finish the year close to our budgeted deficit
of $70,000, Leslie has provided the balance of measure and risk to ensure PICA was sufficiently informed
and prepared to take this step. It was considered that the investment in time, research and creativity that had
been expended to lay the foundations for the Performance Strategy could not be continually postponed and
reliant only upon external funds. Sometimes an organisation has to back its own initiatives to get the results it
can foresee and this was one such case. It was not done lightly and Leslie guided us prudently in the financial
implications.

extend this dialogue and campaign. Seeing the Cultural Centre evolve into a more dynamic, attractive, safe
and sustainable public space is an aim that PICA willingly shares with all stakeholders and we look forward to
working toward this.

The newly established Infrastructure Planning and Development Sub-Committee has busied itself with issues
around a reinvigoration of the bar, ongoing PICA lease arrangements and most excitingly, starting to look
toward the driving of our Capital Works ambitions. Donaldson + Warn Architects are to be acknowledged for
the effort and creative vision they have given to PICA through delivery of a Stage 2 Feasibility Study. They have
provided a sophisticated concept design that upon realisation would see PICA with an open and dynamic entry
and improved facilities for program participants and patrons alike. Importantly it would see PICA achieve a more
direct engagement and heightened presence within the Perth Cultural Centre and its neighbouring cultural
institutions.

It has been a demanding and rewarding year at PICA. I am grateful for the support my fellow Board Members
provide and I feel we will only strengthen in the coming years to ensure PICA exceeds its obligations and
ambitions. The Board would join me in recognising the huge endeavour of the staff in making PICA shine, and
how ably and energetically Director, Amy Barrett-Lennard leads the way. We warmly thank our key sponsors
Grace Fine Art, RTR FM and Xpress Magazine. We acknowledge our funding bodies, the Australia Council and
Western Australian Department of Culture and the Arts whose support is fundamental and whose engagement
with PICA is valued for being far broader than a financial relationship only. Together we all make a vital
contribution to the evolution of arts and society.

PICA is committed to contributing to the activation of the Perth Cultural Centre and to this end, has had
ongoing discussions with EPRA, DCA and the City of Perth in this regard. Sharing conversations with the Art
Gallery of Western Australia has also been collegiate and encouraging. In the year to come PICA intends to

Margaret Moore
Chair of the Board
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The year also saw a change of State Government and subsequently we have enjoyed welcoming into PICA, the
new Minister for Planning, Culture and the Arts, the Honourable John Day. We appreciate the keen interest he
has taken in the constituents within his portfolio and we look forward to our associations over the next years.
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Exhibition Program
6 – 27 January

Old Skool (never lose that feeling)

Curators: Hannah Mathews & Robert Cook
Artists: Stuart Bailey (VIC), Irene Hanenbergh (VIC),
Matt Hinkley (VIC), Matthew Hunt (WA), Geoff Newton
(VIC), Lisa Radford (VIC), Soda_jerk (NSW), Darren
Sylvester (VIC), Jenny Watson (QLD)
This interdisciplinary exhibition brought together nine Australian artists who each
critically engaged with the rise of old skool styling in contemporary culture. The
exhibition investigated the productivity of old skool formations, which have
generated fan-based practices, products and personae while highlighting local
subcultures and trends through works that explored the nexus of art, music,
film and fashion.
Supported by AdShel

Migratory Projects: The drive out cinema
Andrew Sunley Smith (AUS/SCOTLAND)

Filmed in three countries over two years, and exploring the cultural anxiety that
exists in the relationship between consumer objects and the environment, this
work, incorporating video and a large-scale earth installation, was presented
as a ‘triptych’ for the first time at PICA. Informed by the enduring experience
of his migration from the north of England to Australia (and many consequent
moves since then), Sunley Smith is fascinated with the turbulence and
displacement of migration, and by the consequent desire to create comfort and
familiarity in unknown landscapes and cultural environments.

Motion Pictures

Curator: Tristian Koenig
Artists: Damiano Bertoli (VIC), Todd McMillan (NSW),
David Noonan (VIC), Sanja Pakohi (VIC),
Giles Ryder (NSW), Darren Sylvester (VIC)
An exhibition of new and recent video works with one thing in common – no
sound. This exhibition aimed to re-enchant audiences by nostalgically returning to
the era of silent cinema and the silver screen.
(top) Soda_jerk, Astro Black: A History of Hip Hop (Episode 1), 2007 (still). Courtesy of the artists. From Old Skool (never lose that feeling).
(bottom) Todd McMillan, By the sea 2004 (DVD still). Courtesy of the artist. From Motion Pictures.
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7 February – 20 March

Sculptural Situations
Gail Hastings (WA)

Perth-born nationally recognised artist Gail Hastings’ Sculptural Situations were neither sculpture nor
installation. They were specific spaces where the process of perceiving, understanding and taking action
took central place. Building upon her notable 2007 Art Gallery of New South Wales exhibition ‘I lost my
balance yesterday, my mind is really starting to slip’ (overheard conversation, wharf 2 Circular Quay,
Sydney, 06.07.1999), this exhibition featured three new works commissioned by PICA.

‘A profoundly sensorial approach to art which transcends meaning.’
Real Time Magazine

Ben

Emily Wardill (UK)
Highly stylised and enigmatic, Ben, an award winning film by London based artist Emily Wardill, referenced
two classic clinical case studies on the nature of hallucination and paranoia. Shot in colour, but appearing
in black and white, Ben was an intriguing and precariously balanced psychoanalytic puzzle.
With support from the University of Arts, London.
Part of the Perth International Arts Festival

‘Humorous and unsettling.’
Australian Financial Review

Hack Work

Louise Hubbard (VIC)
Strangely transfixing the video piece Hack Work features a series of episodes in the systematic training
of a three centimetre finely moulded rubber horse. During the course of the video the horse is subjected
to a sequence of horrific acts of control and duress, measurement and fitness as its body is variously
stretched, pulled and squeezed through a field of objects and obstacles.

‘Explores ideas of tension, strength and cruelty.’
The West Australian
Gail Hastings, behind you: blue 2007. Installation view of Gail Hastings: Sculptural Situations at Perth Institute of Contemporary Arts, 2008
Photo: Eva Fernandez
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(Clockwise from left) Rose Skinner, The Bubblegum Factory 2007. Abby Holt, Misconception 2007. Elise/Jürgen, Experiments in Convergence, 2007. Courtesy the Artist.
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11 April – 25 May

School of Art, Design and Media, Central TAFE [WA]
RIZZY, ROSE SKINNER, KORRIN STONEY

Hatched 08: National Graduate Show

School of Art, The Australian National University [ACT]
ROSALIND LEMOH, LAN NYUGEN-HOAN, LUCY QUINN

PICA’s annual HATCHED National Graduate Show is the most prestigious
and comprehensive survey of new emerging artists in Australia today.

School of Art, RMIT University [VIC]
SOFI BASSEGHI, JOEL CASEMORE, DOUGLAS HASLEM

Showcasing some of the country’s finest graduates HATCHED 08 presented a
startling array of art spanning painting, print making, ceramics, sculpture,
installation, textiles, animation, photography and video. Created by a brand
new crop of Australian talent and loaded with ideas, this exhibition featured
works engaging notions of memory, perception, the environment, politics,
isolation, everyday life and the body.

School of Art and Design, Faculty of Creative Arts,
University of Wollongong [NSW]
SIMON BROWN, DARA GILL
School of Arts and Social Sciences, Southern Cross University [VIC]
LYNLEY GEORGE, ANITA LORD, JANE NICHOLES

Supported by Grace Fine Art and Xpress Magazine

School of Communication Arts, University of Western Sydney [NSW]
TOM HUNGERFORD, NICK NEILSON, MEGAN SPRAGUE

Adelaide Central School of Art [SA]
LAUREN ANDERSON, NIKKI ANDERSON, ANGELA BLACK,
ROHAN FRASER

School of Communication and Contemporary Arts,
Edith Cowan University [WA]
GRAEME BURGE, DIANA RENTON, SALLY STEWART

Adelaide Centre for the Arts, TAFE [SA]
MEGAN ANDERSON, JUDE ROGERS, PETAR PRODANOVIC,
ANDREA PRZYGONSKI

School of Creative Arts and Humanities, Charles Darwin University [NT]
REBECCA ARBON, ABBY HOLT, KASIA POTOCKA

Arts Academy, University of Ballarat [VIC]
ASH COATES, JOHN O’LOUGHLIN, MICHELLE ZUCCOLO

School of Drama, Fine Art and Music, University of Newcastle [NSW]
SUSAN HALL-THOMPSON, FAYE NEILSON, KRIS SMITH

College of Fine Arts, University of New South Wales [NSW]
TESS BARNARD, MICHAEL BURBURAN, KATE SCARDIFIELD

South Australian School of Art, University of South Australia [SA]
KRISTEL BRITCHER, HEIDI KENYON, MONTE MASI

Department of Art, Faculty of BEAD, Curtin University of Technology [WA]
NATHAN BEARD, ELISE/JÜRGEN, PATRICK MILLER

Sydney College of the Arts, The University of Sydney [NSW]
KIM GOLDSMITH, MARINA HYASAT, JONNY NEITSCHE

Faculty of Landscape, Architecture and Visual Arts,
The University of Western Australia, [WA]
ANNE MARGARET DUFF, CHARLOTTE HICKSON, ALISON KIDD

Tasmanian School of Art, University of Tasmania [TAS]
JILL DAVIS, JACK ROBINS, NICOLE ROBSON

Queensland College of Art, Griffith University, [QLD]
JONATHAN MCBURNIE, ADAM WARE, ANIKA WILKINS

VCA Art, Faculty of the Victorian College of the Arts,
The University of Melbourne [VIC]
ELECTRA FOLEY, ANNA LEATON, KELLIE WELLS
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Oottheroongoo (Your Country)
Julie Dowling (WA)

Julie Dowling, a Perth based Badimaya artist well known for her paintings detailing land, country
and family, made her first foray into multimedia with this exhibition. At once gentle and incisive, this
installation was both a self-portrait and a wider history. It revealed an unfolding personal journey and
offered glimpses of the artist’s physical and spiritual reconnection with her ancestral country – an
experience Dowling meticulously documented via film and photography. Following its premiere at PICA
this major installation was subsequently included in the Queensland Art Gallery’s inaugural National
New Media Art Award.
The development of this project was supported by the Australia Council.

‘[Leaves] the viewer lost in a wash of cultural and personal memory.’
The West Australian

Australian Gothic: Video Art Now

12 June – 3 August

Curator: Dr Shawn Wilson
Artists: Alex Avzoglou (VIC), Marsha Berry (VIC), John A Douglas (VIC),
Robert Hecimovic (NSW), Larissa Hjorth (VIC), Tammy Honey (VIC),
Sam Keene (VIC), Brendan Lee (VIC), David McDowell (VIC),
Aaron McLoughlin (VIC), Krystal Shultheiss (VIC), Brie Trenerry (VIC),
Shaun Wilson (VIC), Marco Kin Ming Wong (VIC)

An Ever Expanding Universe

Curator: Melissa Keys
Artists: Maria Cruz (NSW/GER), Tim Johnson (NSW), Lara Merrett (VIC),
Viv Miller (VIC), Pip & Pop (Nicole Andrijevic & Tanya Schultz) (WA),
Ben Pushman (WA), Nusra Latif Qureshi (VIC),
Noël Skrzypczak (VIC), Gulumbu Yunupingu (NT)

Tapping into the ‘gothic’ traditions and unsettling imagery of colonial Australia, the fourteen artists
featured in this exhibition revelled in the dark, creepy and sometimes perversely seductive zones of our
collective imagination where menace lurks and nothing is quite as it seems.

An Ever Expanding Universe brought together the work of ten leading Indigenous and nonIndigenous Australian artists whose critically acclaimed painting practices engage diverse traditions
and cultural histories. This exhibition featured images of the cosmos, a range of contemporary
abstraction and work that referenced Indigenous and Buddhist traditions as well as the historical
practice of miniature paintings.

‘A dark, eerie video antidote to positivity and colour.’
The West Australian

‘An exciting and quite beautiful collection of work that expands our
appreciation for the depth of colour and breadth of painting.’
Art Guide Australia

Lara Marrett, still vast reserves, 2008
Courtesy or the artist, Karen Woodbury Gallery, Melbourne and Kaliman Gallery, Sydney
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14 August – 28 September

Scary Movie

Curator: Richard Grayson
Artists: Anna Barriball (UK), Mark Boulos (UK), Erik Bünger (Germany),
Mark Wallinger (UK)

Scary Movie brought together four international artists to explore the ‘uncanny’ and the ‘fantastic’ in
film and video art. The exhibition examined the prevalent moving image modes of surveillance and
scientific documentation, home-video, documentary and drama and featured the highly celebrated video
work Sleeper by 2007 Turner Prize Winner, Mark Wallinger,
Presented in partnership with the Contemporary Art Centre of South Australia

Helovanorak

Michelle Ussher (VIC)
This major architectural installation explored the relationship between people and their surroundings.
During this exhibition PICA’s Westend Gallery was transformed into a cathedral-like space containing
a maze of passages and rooms, the surfaces of which were tattooed with layered and richly complex
impressions from the artist’s conscious and unconscious memory. Referencing Hector Guimard’s and
William Morris’ Art Nouveau, and featuring ghostlike figures echoing Edvard Munch (along with untold
other sources) Ussher’s Helovanorak was a community-centred space in which personal and private
experiences crossover.
Presented in partnership with Darren Knight Gallery, Sydney

IF…SO…THEN

Gabriella & Silvana Mangano (Vic)
This critically and popularly acclaimed video work was drawn from the Mangano sisters’ shared
childhood experience. It explores their intimate communication and almost telepathic connection.
Filmed face-to-face the twins fluently draw around the periphery of each other’s body. Their peculiarly
tender yet intense hypnotic performance mimicked the repetition of learning a new language.
Layered and rich in associations this video work engaged notions of language, gesture, drawing and
architecture.

‘Half drawing and half dance, this is a beautifully choreographed piece.’
The West Australian

Top: Erik Bünger, Gospels 2006 (video still), Courtesy of the artist. From Scary Movie.
Bottom: Gabriella & Silvana Mangano, If... so... then 2007 (still) Courtesy of the artists.
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18 October – 23 November

SILVER: Artrage 25

Curators: Marcus Canning & Andrew Gaynor
Participating artists: Sam Abercromby,
James Angus, Cathy Blanchflower, Aadje Bruce,
Marcus Canning, Paul Caporn, Peter Carlino,
Stuart Clipston, Belinda Cobby, Tim Courtley,
Mark Cypher, Jo Darbyshire, Bec Dean, Patrick Doherty,
James Doohan, Pilar Mata Dupont & Tarryn Gill,
Michelle Elliot, Stuart Elliot, Andrew Gaynor,
Richard Giblett, Rodney Glick, Martin Heine,
Mick Hender & Lucas Ihlein, Steven Holland, Alin Huma,
Tony Jones, Richie Kuhaupt, Emma Langridge,
Jamie Macchuisi, Tim Maslen & MEHRA, Kate McMillan,
Mark McPherson, Bennett Miller, Steve Morgana,
Tom Mùller, Andrew Nicholls, Conor O’Brien,
Simon Pericich, Trevor Richards, Mike Singe,
Rose Skinner, Justin Smith, Laurie Smith,
Arlene Texta Queen, Poppy van Oorde-Grainger,
Shaun Wake-Mazey, David Watt, Josh Webb,
WHAT, Cecile Williams
In 2008 Artrage celebrated its 25th Anniversary. The epic SILVER exhibition set
out to exlore visual arts practice in Perth over the last 25 years referencing
key artists, contributors, exhibitions, artist-run initiatives (ARIs) and galleries
that have variously been linked to ARTRAGE programs. This wide ranging
survey exhibition shined a spotlight on the career trajectories of selected
artists, some of whom are now based interstate and overseas.

‘Expansive, engaging and enlightening!’
Mystyle Local

Installation views of SILVER: Artrage 25 at the Perth Institute of Contemporary Arts, 2008. Photos: Eva Fernandez
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4 December 08 – 1 February 09

PICA ON TOUR

Better Places

Replanted: Songs
unearthed by weeding

Curator: Melissa Keys
Artists: Benjamin Armstrong (VIC), Clare Davies (WA),
Emily Floyd (VIC), Saskia Leek (NZ), Richard Lewer (VIC),
Fiona Lowry (NSW), Raquel Ormella (NSW),
Ruth Watson (NZ), Jurek Wybraniec (WA)

Artists: 1st Avenue Machine, Marek
Brandt, Jakub Dvorsky, Lycette
Bros, Fredo Viola
Five artists from around the globe provoke a wide
variety of responses as they explore aspects of the
natural world, its evolution and its possibilities.
Each vignette provides an aesthetic and
soundscape vastly different from each other yet
managing to capture the inherent visual appeal of
the world around us.

From the everyday reflex to suspect that the grass might just be a little
greener over our neighbour’s fence, to the ambitious imaginings of utopias,
this exhibition playfully explored our sense of hope and cynicism in the
present, and our aspirations and dreams for a better place into the future.
Featuring a range of established artists from across Australia and New
Zealand, Better Places navigated the space between the world we live in,
and the world we wish for.

Elemental Worlds

Vancouver Arts Centre, ALBANY
4–12 April

Tom Mùller (WA)

Featuring the sculptural façade of an iceberg, a comparative recreation of
the world’s river system and a video installation, this landmark exhibition
explored a wide range of issues confronting our global society – including
the environment, the power of economics, climate change and drought.
Both highly topical and richly poetic Elemental Worlds combined a global
perspective with a concentration on the minute. This exhibition paralleled
Mùller’s inclusion in the 2008 Adelaide Biennale of Art.

International Art Space
Kellerberrin, Australia (IASKA)
5–27 April
This tour was presented in association with Art On The Move.

Notebook

John Wood & Paul Harrison (UK)
UK artists John Wood and Paul Harrison’s art resembles an on-going
collection of experiments. In their videos apparently simple and playful
sight-gags trigger spiralling, visually surprising conceits. Wood and Harrison
combine elements of both performance and sculpture and exploit the
dynamic, often comic, possibilities that can be generated from a set of
precisely articulated events and actions.

Jurek Wybraniec, Wall, floor, rug and table #1 2008
Courtesy of the artist
Installation view of Better Places, Perth Institute of Contemporary Arts, 2008
Photo: Tony Nathan

Funded by the Middlesborough International Museum of Art
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Performance Program
14 – 21 February

Metadance in Resonant Light
Jambird
Recording Angel
Choreography: Chrissie Parrott
		
with input from Joshua Mu
Dancers:
Joshua Mu, Jacqui Claus
Music:
Martijn Tellinga – Nodes
Animation:
Jonathan Mustard
Text:
	Lindsay Vickery
Split
Choreography:
Dancers:
		
Music: 		
Film: 		
Design: 		

Chrissie Parrott
Sharlene Campbell,
Sally Blatchford
Set Fire to Flames
Nancy Jones
Chrissie Parrott

Metadance in Resonant Light
Dancers:
Joshua Mu, Jacqui Claus,
		
Sally BLatchford,
		
Sharlene Campbell
Music:
Jonathan Mustard
Design:
Chrissie Parrott, Jonathan Mustard
Animation &
Motion Graphics: Jonathan Mustard
Choreography: Chrissie Parrott in collaboration 		
with Dance Forms avatars and dancers Jacqui Claus,
Joshua Mu, Sharlene Campbell and Sally Blatchford
A surreal dance experience that crossed the boundary between performance
and installation, Metadance in Resonant Light celebrated the architectural
beauty of dance and how it translates to text, animation and sound.
Perception was disturbed as the fluid and sensual motion of dancers wove
through waterfalls of light.
Presented by the Perth International Arts Festival.
Metadance in Resonant Light. Choreographer: Chrissie Parrott. Photo: Jon Green
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28 February – 16 March

20 – 22 March

The Caucasian Chalk Circle

Schreibstuck

Black Swan Theatre Company presents
the Hotbed Ensemble
Playwright: 		
version by: 		
Director: 		
Set & Costume Design:
Lighting Design:
Composer/Musical
Director: 		
Choreographer:
Stage Manager: 		
Cast:

STRUT DANCE

work by:
Thomas Lehmen
choreograPhers:
Sete Tele & Rachel Ogle
			Bianca Martin, Aimee Smith

Bertolt Brecht
Frank McGuinness
Adam Mitchell
Brad Reid
Andrew Earle

Three choreographic teams from STRUT dance interpreted this work by Thomas
Lehmen, one of Berlin’s most inventive artists, whose choreography is renowned
for breaking the rules of conventional performance.

Steve Hearne
Claudia Alessi
Khat Kerr

This project received financial assistance through the Disability and the Arts Inclusion Initiative (DAII),
a partnership between the Disability Services Commission and the Department of Culture and the Arts.

Anita Erceg, Brendan Ewing, Jo Morris,
Thomas Papathanassiou, Ben Russell
& Amanda Woodhams

Drawing on an ancient Chinese story, this classic Brechtian play told the deeply touching story of a
servant girl who rescued a child of royal blood from a violent coup and became its surrogate mother.
5 – 29 March

Kid’s Stuff

EAT LIFE PRODUCTIONS
Playwright: 		
Raymond Cousse
Translated by: 		Katharine Sturak
Director: 		
Sally Richardson
Assistant Director:
Marisa Gareffa
Performed by: 		
Katie Keady
Set & Lighting Design:
Andrew Lake
Sound Design: 		Kingsley Reeve
Presented in PICA’s atmospheric Clock Tower Studio, this work offered audiences a complex and fascinating
picture of the characters of a small community through the eyes of an innocent and trusting child. This
uplifting private journey reflected both the joy and tragedy of humanity.
Schreibstuck STRUT Dance
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30 April – 10 May

Paradise City
BRANCH NEBULA

Performers/Devisors:
Acrobat 		
B-boy			
Singer 			
BMX 			
Dancer 			
Skater 			

Alexandra Harrison
Anthony ‘Lamaroc’ Lawang
Inga Liljeström
Simon O’Brien
Kathryn Puie
Petera Hona

Co-Creators & Director: Lee Wilson
Co-Creator & Set,
Costume & Lighting Design: Mirabelle Wouters
Composers: 		
Bob Scott & Inga Liljeström
Creative Consultant: 	Kate Champion

Paradise City was devised and choreographed by the artists listed above,
with additional creative input from Michael Mulhall, Shaun Gladwell,
Deborah Pollard and Narelle Benjamin.
Produced by: 		
Production Manager:
Sound Engineer:
Stage Manager: 		
Ramp Design
& Construction: 		
			
Photography: 		
			

Performing Lines
Tristan Taylor
Liberty Kerr
Mirabelle Wouters
Michael Mulhall
& Greg Ambler
Heidrun Löhr
& Michael Myers

An original and high octane work in which a skater, a B-boy, a BMX-rider,
an acrobat, a dancer and a fallen diva compete for the space in a fusion of
street-style, dance and physical theatre.
In an exhibition of raw energy and spectacular skills, the six characters
played out a powerful critique about the rigid social rules in public places
and their crusade to reclaim the streets.
Toured by Performing Lines for Mobile States: Touring Contemporary Performance Australia. Mobile States
is a national touring initiative of the Theatre Board of the Australia Council. It has received support from the
Australian Government through the Australia Council, its arts funding and advisory body, and through the
national performing arts touring program, Playing Australia.

Paradise City. Photo: Heidrun Löhr
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28 May – 1 June

ReelDance International Dance
on Screen Festival
The 5th biennial ReelDance International Dance on Screen Festival aimed
to connect the general public to dance by representing it as a social and
recreational activity as well as a performing art.
CONTEMPORARY DANCE ON SCREEN
A showcase of the best in international contemporary dance on film.
GLOBAL SHORTS #03: THE ART OF MOVING
At the cutting edge between human movement and moving image – editing
techniques, projection, choreographed cameras and unlikely subjects
combine to create poetic and challenging cinema.
GLOBAL SHORTS #02: MUSIC: DANCE: IMAGE
Dance-based German music video clips from MuVi at Oberhausen Film Festival;
hand-picked clips from the UK’s Antenna program; and Australian independent
productions that stretched the definition of music video.
DANCE DOCUMENTARIES
Two documentaries celebrated where artistry survived despite the odds
preceded by the winner of the ReelDance Award for Best Documentary 2008.
GLOBAL SHORTS #01: THIS DANCING LIFE
A program of shorts that celebrated the dancer next door.
KIDREELS
A program for 3–11 yr olds co-curated by ReelDance and Cinedans in
Amsterdam. This truly international session featured films from India, the Netherlands,
UK and New Zealand and portrayed children dancing in diverse cultural settings.
REELDANCE AWARDS
The Finalists in the ReelDance Awards for new Australian and New Zealand
dancefilm – the best recent shorts by local dance and filmmakers.
SWING CLUB
Hosted by PICA in the main space, this swing dance evening with live music by
Ali Bodycoat and her band had beginners and experts up on their feet.
Photo from Reel Dance.
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5 – 8 June

Prime Cut

STRUT DANCE
Preparing to be Beautiful (Chapter Two)
Solo 						
Confessional 					
little broken moments 				

Alice Lee Holland
Jonathan Buckels
Deborah Roberston
Aimee Smith

Dancers: Leanne Mason, Laura Boynes, Sally Blatchford, Richard Cilli,
Aisling Donovan, Rob Griffin, Jonathan Buckels, Aimee Smith
& Lachlan Bell.

Prime Cut was a selection of short works from the cream of Perth’s independent dancers. Diverse and
often provocative, Prime Cut examined issues central to modern life through dance.
25 June

Dale Gorfinkel and Rosalind Hall
TURA NEW MUSIC & PICA

Dale Gorfinkel has developed radical approaches to playing the vibraphone, while Rosalind Hall has
developed a unique language by making modifications to the saxophone that radically changed the
sound of and approach to the instrument. These two musicians joined together for a one-off lecture and
performance.
2 – 5 July

Annie Mae’s Movement

NATIVE EARTH (CA) HOSTED BY YIRRA YAAKIN (AU)
Writer & Director:
Featuring: 		
Set & Costume Design:
Lighting Design:
Sound Design: 		

Yvette Nolan
Michelle St John &	Grahame Merke
Jackie Chau
Michelle Ramsay
Richard Lee

This work examined the suspicious death of Mi’qmak activist Annie Mae Pictou Aquash. It celebrated the
life of a woman in a man’s movement, a Canadian in America and an Aboriginal in a white society.
From Prime Cut
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19 – 20 July

8 – 9 August

Fritz Hauser

Civil

Swiss drummer Fritz Hauser performed two solo programs for drums and percussion.

Performer: 		
Richard Eton
Conceived, Directed
& Original Performer: 	Robert Pacitti
Film material (1995):
Charlie Pulford
Film material (2005):
Mark Webber & Harriet Warden
Lighting design:
Justin O’Shaughnessy
Technical Manager:
Martin Langthorne

TURA NEW MUSIC & PICA

PACITTI COMPANY

Saturday 19 July – Concert 1 For Solo Drumset
Sunday 20 July – Concert 2 For Gong, Cymbals and Drums
22 – 26 July

Putting on an Act 08

In 1996 Robert Pacitti travelled to New York to meet and spend time with the author, raconteur and
professional homosexual Quentin Crisp. Pacitti’s ambition was to produce a new theatre work that took
Crisp’s infamous autobiography The Naked Civil Servant as its starting point.

Participating Artists & Groups:
AIVDT (Anything is Valid Dance Theatre), Saseedaran Anandan, Phil Barnett,
Beautiful Rubble, Vanessa Beecroft, Allan Boyd, Chris Brown, Mar Bucknell,
Greg Burley, Catastrophe, Chris Cobilis, Harry Court, Julia Dalby, DanceLAB,
The Dream Catchers, Ellie Fewster, Demi Forward, Hayley Forward, GETdownERS,
Alicia GoManic, Raymond Grenfell, Jillian Hayes, Cat Hope, Htmel, Clyde McGill,
Coby McQuiggin, Moma, Jessica Olivieri, Madeline Olivieri, Quindell Orton,
Tom Penney, Frances Robinson, M. Rösner, Suhasini Saseedaran, Ian Sinclair,
Aaron James Smith, So Frenchy Productions, Kelly Somers, Hayley Sutherland,
Chris Thomas, Moya Thomas, Urban Moves, The WA Performance School,
Ricky Woodman

Wishing to explore issues around disobedience and liberty, Robert saw Quentin as a forerunner to many
of the queer/post-gay identities of the mid 90s.
Dedicated to the memory of Quentin Crisp.
Presented by the Perth Institute of Contemporary Arts in association with the pvi collective

Winner City of Perth AWARD FOR Most Innovative Act
Beautiful Rubble
(Fernando Ariel Gallardo & Anastasia Russell-Head)
With a different program of short performances every night, each restricted to 15 minutes, this rapid-fire
performance season has proven immensely popular since its inception in 1994.

‘It’s like speed dating for performers.’
STM Entertainment

From Civil, Pacitti Company. Performer: Richard Eaton
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26 – 30 August

5 – 20 September

D.A.S.H

Portraits of Modern Evil

Choreographers: Natalie Allen, Megan Berryman, Keith Chin, Richard Cilli,
		
Caitlin-Rae Crook, Kate Herron, Nantale Kivubiro,
		
Quindell Orton, Alison Plevey, Joseph Simons

WriteR: 			Robert Reid
Director: 		
Adam Mitchell
Set & Costume Designer: 	Brad Reid
Lighting Designer:
Andrew Earle
Sound Designer:
Kingsley Reeve
Moving Pictures:
Sohan Ariel Hayes
Stage Manager: 		
Nicole Gillespe

WAAPA DANCE

BSX PRESENTS THE HOTBED ENSEMBLE

Production Manager:
Amber Smith
Stage Manager: 		
Jaylee Osborne
Deputy Stage Managers:
Jenna Barnett, Rhianne Perrie, Lanii Say
Set Designer: 		
Tamsin Raistrick
Costume Designers:
Louisa Bannah, Demmy Gilmour, Laura Heffernan,
			
Maevanna Mitchell
Assist. Costume Designer: Bobbi Jo Divitini
Costume Supervisor: 	Renee Kristensen
Costume Crew: 		
Jade Rudnyckyj, Rachael Lockyer, Anna Burstall
Lighting Designers:
Tony Gordon, Jarrad Jenkins, Eleanor Reid-Brabon
Head Electrician: 	Benjamin Davis
Sound Designer:
James Tracey
Audio Operator: 		Daniel Presant
Sound Crew: 		
Simon Mitchell

Cast: Anita Erceg, Brendan Ewing, Jo Morris, Thomas Papathanassiou
& Amanda Woodhams
Based on the story of Melbourne’s notorious brownout strangler, Portraits of Modern Evil turned one of the
great visionaries of twentieth century Australian art into a protagonist in a surreal and frightening tale.

Performers: Natalie Allen, Jessica Ausserlechner, William Banks,
Amy Barningham, Ashley Barton, Lachlan Bell, Megan Berryman, Jazzmin Caruana,
Serena Chalker, Keith Chin, Li-Yi Chiu, Annabelle Clough, Madeleine Collopy,
Hayley Dwight, Christopher EAD, Wade Edwell, Scott Ewen, Peter Fares,
Emma Fishwyck, Molly Fitzpatrick, Sacha Flanagan, Jessica Franke, Rebecca Frasca,
Olivia Fyfe, Christopher Gogler, Leeke Griffin, Blaine Hall-Jones, Kate Herron,
Benjamin-John Kirkman, Sharni Laffan, Jenni Large, Jennifer Loth, Ashley
McLellan, Quindell Orton, Talitha Maslin, Zipporah Maynard, Abbey Mitchell,
Georgia Pisconeri, Alison Plevey, Alisha Porter, Chelcie Powell, Jessica Press,
Kirsty Richards, Kristy Rickert, Maddison Rogers, Steven Rogers, Tarryn Runkel,
Joseph Simons, Hemavathi Sivanesan, Isabella Stone, Hayley Swinburne, Ashley
Tagart, Rebecca Taylor, Adele Telenta, Cara Thomas, Gabrielle Van der Elst, Talia
Wickham, Elizabeth Woods, Yi-Ping Yeh, Catherine Young, Jack Ziesing.
These dance pieces mirrored the concerns and optimism of young people taking off in life. Although the
works touched on pain and longing, the dancers were able to reveal their vigour and daring.
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25 September – 5 October

The Proscenium & Heroin(e)
Two solo performances by internationally acclaimed theatremakers Margaret Cameron (VIC) and Dawn
Albinger (QLD/WA).
The Proscenium
Written & Performed by:
Original Sound: 		
Sound development:
Lighting Development:

Margaret Cameron
David Franzke
Anna Liebzeit
Andrew Beck

A strikingly personal work by one of this country’s most compelling performers during which the audience
was invited to witness the action of thought in its most elemental form.
heroin(e)
Written & Performed by:
DirectOR: 		
Creative Consultant
& Facilitator: 		
Composition & Vocals:
Slide guitar: 		
Violin: 			
Lighting Adaption:

Dawn Albinger
Margaret Cameron
Julie Robson
Julie Robson
Grant MacMillan
Randall Matthews
Andrew Beck

heroin(e) represented a domestic world that is unstable, unhinged. This work captured the split second in time
between coming face to face with death, and choosing life, giving voice to the complexity of loving an addict.
Presented in association with Perth Institute of Contemporary Arts

From Proscenium
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7 – 11 October

18 October – 1 November

Her Aching Heart

The Red Shoes

WISHINGWELL PRODUCTIONS / PRIDE WA

THINICE

Playwright: 		
Director: 		
			
Cast: 			
Composer: 		
Musical Director :
Design: 			
			
Costumes: 		
Lighting/Sound: 		
Production managers:
			

Adapted by Humphrey Bower from the story by Hans Christian Andersen
Director: 		
Matthew Lutton
Cast: 			
George Shevtsov, Igor Sas & Brendan Ewing
Set and Costume:
Claude Marcos
Music: 			
Ash Gibson Greig
Sound: 			Kingsley Reeve
Lighting: 		
Matthew Marshall

Briony Lavery
Beth Child
(original direction by Sarah McCusker)
Madeleine Swain & Ruth Katerelos
Ruth Katerelos & Ben Kiley
Ben Kiley
Georgina Campbell
& Hope Hayward-Rowling
Melanie Liertz
Mark Delaney
Ruth Katerelos
& Mark Delaney

With his hallmark visual flair, Matthew Lutton transported Hans Christian Andersen’s most notorious tale
into a swirling world of seductive song and chilling imagery.
Three of Perth’s most celebrated performers transgressed gender, time and theatrical boundaries, to
evoke a tantalisingly rich world where forbidden desires lurk in every corner.

Inspired by the writings of Daphne Du Maurier et al, Her Aching Heart was an historic romp of
lesbian love and desire juxtaposed with a blossoming contemporary liaison.

Presented by ThinIce and Artrage in association with Perth Institute of Contemporary Arts

The Adventures of Butt Boy & Tigger

Dyuetto

5 – 8 November

OUT CAST THEATRE / PRIDE WA
Playwright: 		
Actors: 			
			

STRUT DANCE
Part 1
N_TN_GLD – Sete Tele and Rachel Ogle
What follows the act – Maho Sumiji and Shuichi Abiru (Selenographica)

Steven Dawson
Felix Allsop
& Angus Brown

Part 2
Lifesize – Luke George and Kristy Ayre

The big ticket item of every Pride WA Festival, Melbourne’s Out Cast Theatre brought to Perth an
outrageously raunchy rollercoaster ride through the world of online chatting, where lines between
fantasy and reality become blurred and things get out of hand in more ways than one!

Dyuetto offered a glimpse into the astonishing diversity of current dance styles. This unconventional
triple bill brought together performers from The Dancebox in Osaka, Japan; Dancehouse in Melbourne
and STRUT dance in Perth.
Presented as part of the ‘Silver Anniversary’ Artrage Festival.
This project was made possible with the support of the Australia Council, the WA Department of Culture and the Arts, the Artrage Festival
and the Perth Institute of Contemporary Arts, Ausdance WA, Dancehouse, Selenographica, Global Japan Network, and DanceBox.
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19 – 29 November

Underground
DANCENORTH

Director: 		
Gavin Webber
Choreography: 		Gavin Webber & dancers
Rehearsal Direction:
Michelle Ryan
Lighting Design:
Jo Currey
Music & Sound Design:
Luke Smiles
Costume &
Scenic Construction:
Sarah Jobling
Rehearsal Director:
Michelle Ryan
Production Manager:
Liam Kennedy
Stage Manager: 		
Melanie Dyer
Performers: 		
Alice Hinde, Charmene Yap, Hsin Ju Chiu,
			
Joshua Thomson, Kate Harman & Kyle Page
Set in a subway during rush hour Underground transported audiences to a world where commuters slip
between mundane reality and a vivid dream world – disconnected from each other, yet capable of great
compassion and tenderness.
This stunning work shifted from darkly moody to hilariously funny to terrifyingly athletic, with Luke
Smiles’ powerful score turning it up with Nick Cave, Nine Inch Nails and Messerchups.
Underground was toured by Performing Lines for Mobile States: Touring Contemporary Performance Australia.

From Underground
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Studio Program
28 January – 30 March

Cedric Bomford
Studio One

Bomford constructed an installation referencing a range of local and international historic sites and
architectural landmarks. His project, constructed from salvaged and used materials sourced locally, hinted
at myriad possible narratives and was ‘activated’ by the presence and interpretive action of visitors.

Gian Manik
Studio Two

Manik’s studio project comprised an inextricable mix of performance, sculpture and painting. His body is
at the centre of his work. What participating visitors saw in his studio was the outcome of his experiential
and experimental practice.

Tagny Duff

Tower Studio
Duff’s work re-examined contemporary perception of viral contagion, and aimed to explore the potential
for symbiotic relations between virus and host. Visual and textual documents generated from research
conducted with retroviruses in the science laboratory were used as material in-studio towards the
construction of a series of artistic prototypes for a future interactive performance installation.
The research and documentation material on biological viruses used in this studio were produced at
SymbioticA, UWA’s Art and Science Collaborative Research Laboratory.

Cedric Bomford, 2008
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11 – 24 August

27 October 08 – 18 January 09

Topographies of Practice – APHIDS Hybrid Performance

Katri Walker (Scotland) The Black Swan

Tower Studio

Studio One

Dramaturge:
Margaret Cameron
Composer: 	David Young
Multimedia artist: Matthew Gardiner
Graphic designer: My Trinh Gardiner
Instrument artist: 	Rosemary Joy
Video artist:
Peter Humble
Percussionist: 	Louise Conway

Focusing on the multi-referential symbolism of the black swan as a contemporary universal concept, a
symbol of Indigenous significance and a cross-continental historical icon connecting the UK with Australia,
Walker used this living phenomena as the foundation of a socio-political exploration of the co-existence of
difference in an age of globalisation.
This project is supported by The Scottish Arts Council, The British Council, The Cross Trust and Black Swan State Theatre Company.

Emma Hewitt Stories of Fences

This project asked the question: what is possible when a group of artists with radically different
perspectives collaborate together with a rigorous methodological framework?

Studio Two

During her residency Hewitt explored the multiple significances of fence lines and other boundary markers
that crisscross the long open spaces of the Australian landscape. She examined the poetics, symbolism and
meaning of the fences we use to divide land and define and separate our lives.

This residency implemented dramaturge Margaret Cameron’s framework for her experimental practice as
a structure and extended the explorations into robotic control, internet enabled industrial controls, video
installation, instrument building and instructional performance.

Erin Coates Plan 9 from public space

9 June – 28 September

Tower Studio

Elise/JÜrgen Exercises in Impossible Space
Studio One

Erin Coates explores the way that public space is produced, occupied and visualised. Her sculptural objects
are drawn from the material lexicon of the built environment – specifically structures in the public domain
that are designed to regulate the movement and behaviour of people. Her studio residency outcome
focused on the relationship between the body and public space and particularly examined the way space
is designed to encourage certain behaviours through the use of devices such as street furniture and the
presence of security cameras. Coates created an installation that integrated the objects we encounter in
public environments such as fencing, barriers, bollards and benches. However in this instance their designs
were curiously flawed and illogical and strangely reminiscent of B-grade sci-fi props.

Challenging the viewer to distinguish between performed, filmed and installation spaces Elise/Jürgen’s
Exercises in Impossible Space suggested new realms of spatial possibility free of geometry and gravity. At
PICA this collaborative team used new media, film and projection to probe our limited conceptualisation
and embodied experience of space and time in the virtual age.

Roderick Sprigg Mukinbudin Copy
Studio Two

Two-way radios are a way of life for many regional communities and industries including families on busy
farms, truckies and city couriers. WA Wheatbelt artist Roderick Sprigg explored the noise of familiarity,
protocol and business, of lives mediated and transmitted via two-way radio.
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Public, Education and Audience
Development Programs
FORUMS AND SYMPOSIA

Session Two
• Chair: Julian Goddard (WA)
• Arts Industry Professional: Fiona Maxwell, General Manager, Next Wave Festival (VIC)
• Artists: Chris Bennie (QLD), Jo Darbyshire (WA)

22 – 24 February

WAMI Music Business Conference

31 October & 1 November

A three day conference for WA Music Industry members which enabled them to hear from and network
with industry professionals from around Australia.

this is the time…this is the record of the time

Presented by the Western Australian Music Industry Association

Participants: Amy Barrett-Lennard (Perth Institute of Contemporary Arts, WA),
Kat Barron (spat + loogie, NSW), Steve Bull (pvi collective, WA), Marcus Canning
(Artrage, WA), Rebecca Conroy (Performance Space, NSW),
Martyn Coutts (Blood Policy, Vic),
Bec Dean (Performance Space, NSW),
Ofa Fotu (pvi collective, WA), Sam Fox (Hydra Poesis, WA), Madeleine Hodge (Panther,
Vic), Jen Jamieson (sic, WA),
Cat Jones (Electrofringe, NSW),
Jeff Khan (NextWave Festival, vic),
Kelli McCluskey (pvi collective, wa),
Michelle Outram (artist, WA), Sarah Rodigari (Panther, Vic), Jason Sweeney
(Unreasonable Adults, SA),
Lara Thoms (spat + loogie, NSW),
Julie Vulcan (Unreasonable Adults, SA),
David Williams (version 1.0, NSW)

Saturday 20 April, 2–6pm

HATCHED Symposium
A fully refereed mini-conference, the HATCHED Arts Research Symposium featured discussions that stem
from the theme of developing creative futures. The three papers presented in this session explored topics
ranging from the impact of technology on creative practices to the factors that shape and impact the
development and success of creative communities.
Papers were presented by:
• David Prescott-Steed & Julie Borkhinof (WA)
• Darren Jorgenson (WA)
• Hayley Zimmel (WA)
Chair: Penny Bovell, artist and lecturer at the University of Western Australia.

HATCHED Arts Industry Forum

this is the record of the time was a two-day symposium hosted by PICA that explored the key
characteristics of hybrid performance including the shifting relationships between audience, site,
intervention and collaboration.

The Hatched Arts Industry Forum brought together a distinguished group of artists and arts industry
professionals from around Australia to discuss practical tactics and strategies for the development
of a professional practice after art school. Key themes for this discussion included how to establish a
sustainable art practice, how to create your own opportunities and how to extend your career horizons
across the national and international arts communities.

this is the time... this is the record of the time was an initiative of pvi collective as part of their ten year
birthday celebrations and aimed to bring together creative comrades whose work challenges, inspires and
pushes the boundaries of contemporary performance practice.

Session One
• Chair: Gregory Pryor (WA)
• Arts Industry Professionals: Felicity Johnston, Director, Johnston Gallery (WA);
Aaron Seeto, Director, Gallery 4A (NSW)
• Artist: Darren Sylvester (VIC)

Presented by pvi collective in association with Artrage and Perth Institute of Contemporary Arts
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ILLUSTRATED TALKS

Friday 18 July, 1pm
An Ever Expanding Universe with curator Melissa Keys

Friday 13 June, 6pm

Nusra Latif Qureshi

Thursday 14 August, 1pm
Helovanorak with artist Michelle Ussher

Qureshi has established a national and international reputation and signature style exploring the traditions
of Mughal miniature painting and colonial imagery. Her presentation traced the gradual progression of her
practice away from detailed and specific references to these forms, through to less recognisable and more
abstracted works, depicted in the An Ever Expanding Universe exhibition.

Friday 8 August, 9.30pm
Civil director talk with Robert Pacitti after the opening night of the performance.
Friday 22 August, 6pm
Topographies of Practice APHIDS Hybrid Performance Artist talk and residency outcome with Margaret
Cameron, David Young, Matthew Gardiner, Rosemary Joy and Peter Humble

Friday 27 June, 6pm

Free Talk with Solange Farkas

Thursday 18 September, 1pm
Scary Movie with Dr Peter Mudie, Lecturer, Fine Art Production & Theory, The University of Western Australia

Solange Farkas, Director of both the Associação Cultural Videobrasil and of the Bahia Museum of Modern
Art, presented a talk about a jury selected program of award winning highlights from the 16th International
Electronic Art Festival (São Paulo, 2007).

Thursday 25 September, 1pm
Scary Movie with the Very Reverend Dr John Shepherd, Dean of Perth

Friday 5 December, 6pm

Illustrated lecture with Ruth Watson

Saturday 18 October, 2.30pm
SILVER Curators’ Talk: 1983 – 1999 with curators Marcus Canning and Andrew Gaynor.

New Zealand artist Ruth Watson discussed the evolution of her practice to date and her work in the Better
Places exhibition.

Saturday 25 October, 2.30pm
SILVER Artists Talk: 2000 – 2008 with curator Marcus Canning and artists Tom Múller and Justin Spiers.

ARTIST & OTHER FLOOR TALKS
Friday 18 January, 6pm
Old Skool (Never lose that feeling) with artist Jenny Watson

Saturday 8 November, 2.30pm
Artist Run Initiatives: Perth ARI’s from the eighties to the noughties with Marcus Canning and a selection
of artists from the SILVER exhibition.

Wednesday 19 March, 6pm
Studio talks with Cedric Bomford, Gian Manik and Tagny Duff

Thursday 11 December, 1pm
Better Places talk with curator Melissa Keys and artist Jurek Wybraniec

Thursday 27 March, 1pm
Ben floor talk with Professor Michael Levine, Professor of Philosophy at the University of Western Australia

Wednesday 17 December, 6pm
Studio talks with Katri Walker, Clare Peake and Erin Coates

Friday 27 June, 1pm
Oottheroongoo (Your Country) with artist Julie Dowling and writer Carol Dowling
Friday 11 July, 6pm
Studio talks with Roderick Sprigg and Elise/Jürgen
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EDUCATION
15 April – 21 May

HATCHED for Schools

PICA seeks to foster a lifelong interest in the arts by introducing students to the exciting world of contemporary
art through creative and engaging activities. The HATCHED for Schools program included a Teacher’s Professional
Development Workshop, guided tours for schools, as well as education kits and online resources.

WORKSHOPS
14 – 23 April

Make Your Move Workshops
AWESOME Arts
Make Your Move workshops offer young people a new form of expression and the opportunity to develop unique
skills and a greater sense of confidence. Participants worked closely with professional artists and discovered exciting
new ways of applying their newfound knowledge to create dance sequences, make music, and experiment with the
weird and wonderful ways in which dance and sound can interact.
Saturday 24 May

Sarah Neville Workshop

In this workshop, Sarah introduced participants to elements of her choreographic process. This included
bodywork, movement material making through characterisation, eliciting movement from emotional
response and improvisational tasks and structures based on imaginary worlds and narratives.
Saturday 5 July

City of Perth Honouring Theatre Masterclass

Native Earth
Yvette Nolan, director of Annie Mae’s Movement, lead participants through a series of writing exercises that
explored the creation of theatre from a community of experiences. The workshop concentrated on the synthesis of
‘classical’ and ethno-cultural, giving guidelines for navigating the use of traditional elements within a contemporary
form, and creating work that reflects a diversity of Indigenous voices within one voice.
27 September – 5 October

Using the Unusable – Creating Solo Performance
with Margaret Cameron and Dawn Albinger

In this workshop participants explored original texts with movement; strategies for animating texts; writing practice;
and speaking through shape. The goal of this workshop was for each participant to create a 5–15 minute solo piece.
Selection of ENTRIES from Children’s Drawing Competition
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AUDIENCE DEVELOPMENT

CREATIVE DEVELOPMENT

Thursday 27 March, 7pm

Saturday 13 December

Pecha Kucha Vol. 4

The Quiet Country (a dream play)

Pecha Kucha is an outlet for artists, designers and other creatives to get together in a relaxed and inspiring
forum. This instalment of Pecha Kucha featured a range of speakers including comedians, installation
artists, writers, photographers, architects and more. Pecha Kucha is a chance for the creative community to
interact, engage, and express their ideas, whilst having a drink and enjoying themselves!

Written by:		
Suzanne Ingelbrecht
Directed by:		
Lawrie Cullen-Tait
Featuring: 		
Vivienne Garrett, Samantha Murray,
			
Thomas Papathanassiou, Caitlin Beresford-Ord
			
& Brendan Hanson
Sound Design: 		
Tim Clegg
Visual Artists: 		
James Doohan & Peter Carlino
Choreography: 		
Pamela Konijn
Hair & Make-up Artist: 	Liddy Reynolds

Saturday 31 May, 7pm

Swing Club
In association with the Reeldance International Dance On Film Festival, PICA presented Swing Club an
evening of swing dance exhibitions, cabaret-style, in the main Gallery space, with Ali Bodycoat and her
band performing live and accompanied by vintage swing dance film clips projected onto the gallery walls.
3 December 2008 – 26 January 2009

The Quiet Country (a dream play) is a work that took us into unfamiliar dry country, a land of forgetting
and remembering. The production took up residence at PICA for a creative development period during
December and was presented as a public viewing at the end of the residency.

Children’s Drawing Competition
PICA encouraged young people 12 years and under to use their imagination and create a drawing of their
own ‘better place’.
Judges: Melissa Keys, PICA Curator & Clare Davies, artist from Better Places
Winner 10−12 Years: Johannes Kornberger (11)
Winner 7−9 Years: Annabelle Gleeson (9)
Winner 4−6 Years: Nicola Apostolou Garcia (6)
Winner 4−6 Years: Lucien Robertson (6)
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PICA Press
Sculptural Situations: Gail Hastings
Essay by Andrew McNamara
8 page booklet with colour images
ISBN 1 875386 82 3

LIST OF WORKS

CuRATORS ACKNOWLedGeMeNTS
A sincere thankyou to each of the very talented artists that have
participated in the An Ever Expanding Universe exhibition; Maria
Cruz, Tim Johnson, Lara Merrett, Viv Miller, Pip & Pop (Nicole
Andrijevic & Tanya Schultz), Ben Pushman, Nusra Latif Qureshi,
Noël Skrzypczak and Gulumbu Yunupingu. Thank you also to
the many galleries who have kindly facilitated loans; Buku
Larrngau Mulka, Yirrkala Alcaston Gallery, Melbourne; Goddard
de Fiddes, Perth; Neon Parc, Melbourne; Karen Woodbury Gallery,
Melbourne; Kaliman Gallery, Sydney and Lister Gallery, Perth. I am
most grateful to the various lenders, both private and corporate,
who have generously lent works to this exhibition including the
UBS Art Collection, Brisbane. Thanks also to Barbara Flynn, Julian
Goddard, John Cruthers and Michael Tritton for their generous
assistance. I would also like to extend my gratitude and thanks
to PICA’s Director Amy Barrett-Lennard for the opportunity to
develop this exhibition as well as my very talented PICA colleagues
for their support, in particular Installation Manager Eli Smith for
his professionalism and superior technical skill, Tom Mùller for his
beautiful catalogue design, Bayoush Demisse for administrative
support, Georgia Malone for marketing and publicity and
Anna Noble (curatorial intern) for her enthusiasm and research
assistance. And finally a warm thank you to the many industry
colleagues who have generously extended their numerous talents
to this project; Kendrah Morgan, Kyla McFarlane, Dan Hoggar and
Paul Uhlmann for opening the exhibition so thoughtfully.

Maria Cruz

Viv Miller

Hard times are over 2007
oil on linen
51.0 x 61.0 cm
Collection of the artist, Sydney

Planetarium 2006
oil, enamel, fluorescent spray paint and pencil on canvas
168.0 x 138.0 cm
UBS Art Collection, Brisbane

Nooo 2007
oil on linen
36.0 x 41.0 cm
Collection of the artist, Sydney

Pip & Pop (Nicole Andrijevic & Tanya Schultz)

Golden Apples of the Sun 2008
adhesive vinyl, acrylic paint, ink, pigments and sugar
dimensions variable
Collection of the artists, Perth

Snow & cotton balls 2007
oil on canvas
50.5 x 55.5cm
Collection of the artist, Sydney

Ben Pushman

Untitled 2007
oil and silver chain on linen
30.5 x 46.0 cm
Collection of the artist, Sydney

Untitled 2006
acrylic on canvas
120.0 x 150.0 cm
Private Collection, Perth

Voodoo 2007
oil on linen
187.0 x 137.0 cm
Private Collection, Perth

Nusra Latif Qureshi

MARGINAL THOUGHTS – I 2008
gouache and acrylic on illustration board
60.0 x 42.0 cm
Collection of the artist, Melbourne

Tim Johnson

An Ever Expanding Universe
Perth Institute of Contemporary Arts
12 June – 3 August 2008
Curator: Melissa Keys

Handan 2 2007
synthetic polymer paint on canvas
91.0 x 61.0 cm
Courtesy of the artist and Lister Gallery, Perth
Private Collection, Perth

ISBN 1 875386 85 8

Handan 3 2007
synthetic polymer paint on canvas
91.0 x 61.0 cm
Courtesy of the artist and Lister Gallery, Perth
Private Collection, Perth
Tim Johnson and Brendan Smith

Two Phoenix III 2006
synthetic polymer paint on canvas
183.0 x 224.0 cm
Courtesy of the artist and Lister Gallery, Perth
Private Collection, Perth

Sculptural SituationS

Wild Goose Painting 2007
synthetic polymer paint on canvas
183.0 x 152.0 cm
Courtesy of the artist and Lister Gallery, Perth
Private Collection, Perth

gail haStingS

Lara Merrett

7 February - 30 March 2008

still vast reserves 2008
acrylic & ink on linen
2 panels 183.0 x 168.0 cm (each)
Collection of the artist, Melbourne

Hatched 08: National Graduate Show
Introduction by Amy Barrett-Lennard
52 page book with colour images
ISBN 1 875386 83 1

Untitled 2008
acrylic on canvas
151.0 x 175.0 cm
Collection of the artist, Perth

Yes 2007
oil on linen
36.0 x 46.0 cm
Collection of the artist, Sydney

MARGINAL THOUGHTS – II 2008
gouache and acrylic on illustration board
66.0 x 42.0 cm
Collection of the artist, Melbourne
USEFUL FORMS OF DESIRE – I 2008
gouache, watercolour and acrylic on illustration board
66.0 x 42.0 cm
Collection of the artist, Melbourne
USEFUL FORMS OF DESIRE – II 2008
gouache, watercolour and acrylic on illustration board
66.0 x 42.0 cm
Collection of the artist, Melbourne
Noël Skrzypczak

Cave painting II 2006
acrylic
dimensions variable
Collection of the artist, Melbourne
Gulumbu Yunupingu

Garak, The Universe 2008
natural ochres on bark
219.0 x 65.0 cm
Collection of the artist, Melbourne
Garak, The Universe 2008
natural ochres on bark
197.0 x 63.0 cm
Collection of the artist, Melbourne

An EvEr ExpAnding UnivErsE
pErth institUtE of contEmporAry Arts
12 JUnE – 3 AUgUst 2008

Oottheroongoo (Your Country)
Essay by Carol Dowling
6 page foldout with colour images
ISBN 1 875386 84 X

The person who lent me the book is terrific in arguments. She is a great believer in saying what one thinks. This can make her
prickly company. I like that though. Reading the book during my short Christmas holidays I had extra time to think why my
friend would lend me this tale of thwarted love in New York high society. A third of the way into the book I came across a line
that was marked with a small biro ‘x’. This line channelled the book’s purpose as an expose of ‘civilised’ society. And for this
reason I am sure my friend had given me the book. The line read…

a society wholly absorbed in barricading itself against the unpleasant.
There is always something interesting when people give a new appraisal to (what had been) unpleasant. It marks a reversal
of assumed values. The world turns upside down. When this occurs, it opens up a remarkable range of possibilities. If we can
make the most worthless objects of our society covetable, imagine what we could do for the value systems that structure
human exchange!
The Croatian artist Mladen Stillinovic describes a similar mutability:

The same goes for money, one day it matters a lot, another it doesn’t. In socialist and transitional countries money did actually
turn into paper, it would devaluate over the years: the 5000 dinar banknote with Tito dropped from the largest denomination
to the smallest – five paras.

OOttherOOngOO (Your CountrY)
Julie DOwling

perth institute Of cOntempOrary arts
12 June – 3 august 2008

There is good reason in shying away from such dramatic reversal. It is during these times that previously secure interests
become unstable, up for grabs. It is impossible to know where the money, power or security is going to fall. Nothing is more
unpleasant than feeling lost and not knowing. But these are also moments of dramatic change, where power relations turn
upside down. Risk verse benefit is totally unknown.

LIST OF WORKS
Mark Wallinger
Sleeper 2004
projected video installation
2hrs 31min
Tate Collection, London. Copyright of the artist. Courtesy Anthony Reynolds Gallery, London

Julie Dowling was born in Perth in 1969. She is a Badimaya woman and
currently lives and works in Perth. Dowling graduated from the Claremont
School of Art in 1989 and Curtin University in 1992. She has exhibited widely
in both Australia and overseas and has been the recipient of several art awards
including the Mandorla Award for Religious Art (2001). Dowling has held
numerous solo exhibitions including Strange Fruit: Testimony and Memory in
Julie Dowling’s portraits, at the Ian Potter Museum of Art, (2007); Contrary
Marban (Magic), Caruana Reid, Sydney (2006); Nidja Widi (This is wild)
works on paper, Brigitte Braun Art Dealer, Melbourne (2006); Widi Boornoo
(Wild Message), fortyfivedownstairs, Melbourne (2005) and Winyarn Budjarri,
fortyfivedownstairs, Melbourne (2005). She has also participated in various
group exhibitions including Private Treaty Sullivan + Strumpf (2008); Culture
Warriors, inaugural National Indigenous Art Triennial, National Gallery of
Australia, Canberra (2007); Prism-Contemporary Australian Art, Bridgestone
Museum of Art, Japan (2006); Stories: Country Spirit Knowledge & Politics, Lake
Macquarie City Art Gallery, Booragul, NSW (2006) and Dreaming their Way,
National Museum of Women in the Arts, Washington USA (2006). Dowlings
works are held in most of the key collections around the country.

Mark Boulos
The Gates of Damascus 2005/6
DigiBeta master
24.18 min
Courtesy the artist

The artist would like to thank her sister Carol Dowling for her contribution to
this project and her invaluable ongoing support. She would also like to thank
Carol’s child James, their mother Veronica and grandmother Mollie Dowling,
Bev Slater and family, Robert Eggington and family.

Your exhibition at Club Projects above the Builder’s Arms in Gertrude Street, Melbourne, has always stayed in my mind. You had
made an extensive ad-hoc salon hang using masking tape and pins on the crumbling plaster walls. Displayed were maybe even
one hundred drawings and paintings executed on un–stretched canvases, as small watercolours or as wall drawings. One of
the recurring motifs was the tree house. A backyard architecture of children’s dreams, it seemed like the perfect vehicle for your
ideas about memory, optimism and escape. I really love this process of metaphor and allusion that has continued in your art. In
this way you always propose ideas that have something very tender, caught between the extremes of fragility and frustration,
resoluteness and hope.
The piece of writing below is an obtuse, but very close description of how your art functions. Although you are never
mentioned, it traces the conceptual schema I recognise in your work, stalking much of your terrain. The phrase a society wholly
absorbed in barricading itself against the unpleasant appears particularly pertinent to the context of Helovanorak.

ISBN 1 875386 86 6
© 2008

Julie Dowling is represented by Brigitte Braun Gallery Melbourne.
The development of this project has been supported by the Australia Council.

This project was initiated by Contemporary Art Centre of South
Australia for inclusion in the 2007 Adelaide Film Festival.

ISBN 1 875386 84 X

During moments of disappearance, when we no longer know the value of things, when we cannot properly see, Bradley’s is
a common answer. Subjectivity is the only thing we have. So often overlooked, it offers something far more grounding and
stable than any political theory or post-modern discourse for suggesting a path through the wash of nomadic, global and
de-territorialised.

Hi Michelle,

Erik Bünger
Gospels 2006
single channel projection
22.28 min
Courtesy the artist

Scary Movie
Essay by Curator Richard Grayson
6 page foldout with colour images
ISBN 1 875386 86 6

Out of a remainder bin I bought a book of photographs by Slater Bradley. It was titled Don’t Let Me Disappear. In the turmoil
of the unknown, I don’t think there is anyone who can’t relate to that sentiment. We each have our own formulations for this
conundrum. Slater Bradley’s answer was simple, almost naive. Photographs of friends, places he had been, small things he
had seen. A desecrated statue, arms missing, her face scarred. A girl asleep, wrapped up in blue and white striped sheets. An
expensive meal. A whale washed up, decomposing on the beach.

I want to write to you about your art. We have spoken many times over the last couple of years about what you have done,
the work you are making, what you want from your art. It has not always been that specific, it has often been fairly abstract
conversations about art in general, or feelings and perspectives about people and the art they make.

Anna Barriball
Draw (fireplace) 2005
DVD projection
10.30 min
Courtesy the artist and Frith Street Gallery, London

An Ever Expanding Universe
Essay by Melissa Keys
8 page foldout with colour images
ISBN 1 875386 85 8

Rob McKenzie, 2008

Michelle Ussher is one of Australia’s leading young artists and has been exhibiting regularly since 1999. In 2005 and 2006 she undertook a
residency at Gertrude Contemporary Art Spaces, Melbourne. Her works have also featured in museum exhibitions including in the prestigious
Primavera exhibition at the Museum of Contemporary Art, Sydney in 2005.
Presented in partnership with Darren Knight Gallery, Sydney
All images: Helovanorak, 2008 (detail)
Courtesy the artist and Darren Knight Gallery
ISBN 1 875386 87 4
© 2008

Rob
Monday, 21 July 2008

helovanorak

SCARY MOVIE

A friend lent me Edith Whaton’s classic novel The Age of Innocence. A couple of failed attempts at reading it kept the book
by my bedside for months. The cover has a reproduction of a John Singer Sargent painting. Two young women, faces perfectly
posed, leaf through a folder together. Their bodies are close; one of the girls even has her arm around the other’s shoulder. But
there is no connection between them. They rest and relax in perfectly cordial companionship, but the true passions that might
InStItutE Of COntEMpORARY ARtS
ignite distress and argument, are respectfully left behindpERth
glassy stares.

michelle ussher

perth institute of contemporary arts
14 august – 28 september 2008

14 AuguSt – 28 SEptEMbER 2008

Helovanorak
Essay by Michelle Ussher with contribution
by Rob McKenzie
6 page foldout with colour images
ISBN 1 875386 87 4
Silver Artrage 25
Essay by Marcus Canning & Andrew Gaynor
10 page foldout with colour images
ISBN 1 875386 88 2
Elemental Worlds
Essay by Rebecca Coates
6 page foldout with colour images
ISBN 1 875386 90 4

elemental
worlds
tom mùller

PErTH INSTITUTE Of CONTEMPOrArY ArTS
4 DECEMBEr 08 – 1 fEBrUArY 09

Silver
Artrage 25

Curators:
Marcus Canning & Andrew Gaynor
Perth Institute of Contemporary Arts
18 October – 23 November 2008

Precious Alliance, 2008 (drawing)

Better Places
Perth InstItute of contemPorary arts
4 DecemBer 2008 – 1 feBruary 2009

ACkNOWlEDGEMENTS
The artist would like to thank rochelle Phillips, Milan & Aljoscha Mùller, Sammy Mùller, rebecca Coates & the PICA team.
The artist is represented by Galerie Düsseldorf, Perth.
ISBN 1 875386 90 4
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Better
Places

Better Places
Essay by exhibition curator Melissa Keys
12 page booklet with colour images
ISBN 1 875386 89 0
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RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT FUND
The PICA R&D funding panel
met on 9 September 2008 to
consider 20 applications
from a wide range of
practitioners
and collectives.
The panel selected the following projects to
receive support:
Sohan Ariel Hayes was awarded $12,700
toward the research and development of DATA
DRUM, a percussive interface used to trigger either
a database of video clips or animation in virtual
environments inside a game engine. Utilising
electronic memory, pre-recorded images and live
images, DATA DRUM is configured as a hybrid
musical instrument that can be used in a multitude
of performance situations.
Mark Posa was awarded $9,700 toward
the further research and development of 4DTS
QUADRAPHONOLOGY and SuBB LimeLite,
creative device interfaces which facilitate the
delivery of unique performance art paradigms and
performance for which they are developed.
Jessyka Watson-Galbraith was
awarded $9,600 toward the research and
development of Super! Power! – The Rock Opera,
a formation of a community in Song and Dance, for
YouTube, Choir and Chorus Line, focusing on the
Choir as the voice of the people, as producer of
emotions and seismograph for social changes.

Image by Sohan Ariel Hayes
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Permanent Staff

The Board

Margaret Moore
Bret Mattes 		
Roshana Lewis
Tos Mahoney
Leslie Chalmers
Tony Chong		
Camillo D’Angelo
Michael Dulaney
Franklin Gaffney
Pamela Hass
Matthew Howison
Julie Robson
Amy Barrett-Lennard

Amy Barrett-Lennard
Richard Mackay-Scollay
Georgia Malone
Melissa Keys
Chrissie Parrott
Gabrielle Sullivan
Andrew Beck
Jo Malone		
David Fussell
Tom Mùller 		
Eli Smith 		
Bayoush Demissie
Val Denton		

Chair (from February 2008)
(Chair until February 2008) (Director until September 2008)
Deputy Chair (from August 2008)
Deputy Chair (resigned May 2008)
Treasurer
(co-opted October 2008)
(co-opted October 2008)
(resigned November 2008)
(co-opted October 2008)
(co-opted October 2008)
(co-opted October 2008)
(ex-officio)

Director
Business Manager
Communications Manager
Curator
Performance Program Manager (until September 2008)
Performance Program Manager (from September 2008)
Venue Production Manager
Philanthropy Manager
Front of House Manager
Designer
Installation Manager
Administration Assistant
Book keeper

Casual Staff
Gallery Attendants,
Front of House & Ushers

Technical

Kyle Bockmann
Larissa Boyd
Pete Hayes
Tim Carter
Joe Lui
Jessica Darlow
Boyd Midgley
Joanna Gould
Victor O’Connor
Jason Hansma
Tess Reuvers
Laura Hindmarsh
Brad Rose
Katie Keady
Gareth Simmons
Katie Lenanton
Clancy Travers
Damon Lockwood
Minaxi May
Amy Perejuan
Claudia Scalisi
Jacob Snell
Samuel Tait
Andrew Varano della Vergiliana
Josh Webb
Laetitia Wilson
Adela Zverina

Installation

Bar

CONSULTANTS

Domenique Fouet
Jurgen Kerkovius
Antony Krause
Damon Lockwood
Alexy McKay
Sean Mitchell
Anna Noble
Aimee Offer
Gary Silverton
Patrick Sorensen
Amanda Vershuren
Don Walters
Finnian Warnock

Rob Griffin
Rachel Ogle
Bart Peters
Tim Rodgers
Sete Tele

Eric Sankey 		
Financial Management
Geoff Warn & Daniel Aisenson Stage 2 Feasibility Study
Felena Alach
Hatched for Schools

DONORS
Interns, Volunteers &
Work Experience

PICA gratefully acknowledges the following for their kind donations

Laura Hindmarsh
Miranda Johnson
Anna Noble

Charles & Caroline Morgan
Lister Gallery 		
Amy Barrett-Lennard 		
Julie Robson 		
Jo Malone 			
Karen McDonald 		
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FInancial statements
Your Directors present this report on the Company for the year ended 31 December 2008.

REVIEW OF OPERATIONS

DIRECTORS

2008 saw a major change in PICA’s operations, with a Board commitment to the Contemporary Performance
Strategy, including the engagement of a dedicated Performance Program Manager. Additionally, the position
of Business Manager became full-time in 2008 and although general expenses were reduced and revenues
increased, the overall result was within an acceptable variance of 10% from the budgeted deficit of $70,000.

The names of each person who has been a Director during the year and up to the date of this report are:
Ms Amy Barrett-Lennard 			
Ms Leslie Chalmers			
Mr Tony Chong (appointed 16.10.08)		
Mr Camillo D’Angelo (appointed 16.10.08)
Mr Michael Dulaney (until 25.11.08)		
Mr Franklin Gaffney (appointed 16.10.08)
Ms Pamela Hass (appointed 16.10.08)

Mr Matthew Howison (appointed 16.10.08)
Ms Roshana Lewis
Mr Tos Mahoney (until 27.5.08)
Mr Bret Mattes (until 17.9.08)
Ms Margaret Moore
Dr Julie Robson

AFTER BALANCE DATE EVENTS
No matters or circumstances have arisen since the end of the financial year which significantly or may
significantly affect the operations of the company, the results of those operations or the state of affairs of the
company in future financial years.
ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES

The directors have been in office since the start of the financial year to the date of this report unless
otherwise stated.

The company’s operations are not regulated by any specific environmental regulation under laws of the
Commonwealth or of a State or Territory. The Company’s polices are structured to ensure that the Board and
Staff conform to environmental requirements.

RESULTS FOR THE YEAR
There was a deficit of $77,711 (2007 surplus: $5,234). The 2008 budget provided for a deficit of $70,278
funded from PICA’s reserves to allow for the planned investment in its new Contemporary Performance
Strategy. The Company receives funding under a Triennial Tripartite Agreement signed in January 2008 with
the WA State Government through its Department of Culture and the Arts and the Federal Government
through the Australia Council, and has an ongoing commitment to secure additional revenues to achieve
Business Plan objectives.

INDEMNITIES

PRINCIPAL ACTIVITIES

During the financial year, 8 meetings of Directors were held. Attendances were:
									
			
			
Number eligible to attend
Number Attended
		
Amy Barrett-Lennard 			
8			
8
Leslie Chalmers			
8			
6
Tony Chong				
2			
2
Camillo D’Angelo			
2			
2
Michael Dulaney			
8			
5
Franklin Gaffney			
2			
1
Pamela Hass				
2			
2
Matthew Howison			
2			
2
Roshana Lewis 			
8			
5
Tos Mahoney			
3			
2
Bret Mattes				
5			
1
Margaret Moore			
8			
8
Julie Robson				
8			
8

No indemnities have been given or insurance premiums paid, during or since the end of the financial year, for
any person who is or has been an officer or auditor of the company.
MEETINGS OF DIRECTORS

The principal activity of the company during the financial year was the promotion of contemporary arts
within Western Australia.
There were no significant changes in the nature of the company’s activities during the year.
SIGNIFICANT CHANGES
There have been no significant changes in the state of affairs of the company during the financial year.
DIVIDENDS
In accordance with its Memorandum of Association, the company is not allowed to pay a dividend.
Accordingly no dividend was paid and no recommendation for payment of a dividend is made.
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INFORMATION ON DIRECTORS
Amy Barrett-Lennard		
Leslie Chalmers		
Tony Chong			
Camillo D’Angelo		
Michael Dulaney		
Franklin Gaffney		
Pamela Hass			
Matthew Howison		
Roshana Lewis		
Tos Mahoney		
Bret Mattes			
Margaret Moore		
Julie Robson			

AUDITOR’S INDEPENDENCE DECLARATION
UNDER SECTION 307C OF THE CORPORATIONS ACT 2001
TO THE DIRECTORS OF PERTH INSTITUTE OF CONTEMPORARY ARTS LIMITED

Ex-officio Board Member, PICA Director
Accountant, Arts Board, Business Management
Accountant,
Lawyer, Business
Lawyer
Lawyer, Native Title Tribunal
Lawyer, Director Governance UWA
Business, Arts Board
Architecture Degree, Commercial Gallery Director
Arts Administration (Music), Arts Board, Business
Arts Board, Business, Fundraising
Arts Administration (Visual Arts), Arts Board, Business
Academic, performing artist

I declare that, to the best of my knowledge and belief, during the year ended 31 December 2008 there
have been:
(i) no contraventions of the auditor independence requirements as set out in the Corporations Act 2001 in
relation to the audit; and
(ii) no contraventions of any applicable code of professional conduct in relation to the audit.

COMPANY SECRETARY
The following person held the position of company secretary at the end of the financial year.

			
			

DRY KIRKNESS
Chartered Accountants

Dated: 5th May 2009		
			
			

J LAMPRELL-JARRETT
West Perth WA
Partner

Mr Richard Mackay-Scollay (Business Manager) was appointed company secretary on 18 February 2008.
PROCEEDINGS ON BEHALF OF COMPANY
No person has applied for leave of Court to bring proceedings on behalf of the company or intervene in
any proceedings to which the company is a party for the purpose of taking responsibility on behalf of the
company for all or any part of those proceedings.
The company was not a party to any such proceedings during the year.
AUDITOR’S INDEPENDENCE DECLARATION
A copy of the auditor’s independence declaration as required under section 307C of the Corporations Act
2001 is set out on page 43.
Signed in accordance with a resolution of the Board of Directors.
Dated this 5th May 2009.

Margaret Moore
Director
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INDEPENDENT AUDIT REPORT

Independence

To the members of Perth Institute of Contemporary Arts Limited

In conducting our audit, we have complied with the independence requirements of the Corporations Act
2001. We confirm that the independence declaration required by the Corporations Act 2001, provided to
the directors of Perth Institute of Contemporary Arts Ltd on 29th April 2008 would be in the same terms if
provided to the directors as at the date of this auditor’s report.

Scope
We have audited the financial report of Perth Institute of Contemporary Arts Limited which comprises the
balance sheet as at 31 December 2008 and the income statement, statement of recognised income and
expense and cash flow statement for the year ended on that date, a summary of significant accounting
policies and other explanatory notes and the directors’ declaration.

Audit Opinion
In our opinion, the financial report of Perth Institute of Contemporary Arts Limited is in accordance with the
Corporations Act 2001, including:

Directors’ Responsibility for the Financial Report
The directors of the company are responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of the financial report
in accordance with Australian Accounting Standards (including the Australian Accounting Interpretations) and
the Corporations Act 2001. This responsibility includes establishing and maintaining internal controls relevant
to the preparation and fair presentation of the financial report that is free from material misstatement,
whether due to fraud or error; selecting and applying appropriate accounting policies; and making accounting
estimates that are reasonable in the circumstances.

(i) giving a true and fair view of the company’s financial position as at 31 December 2008 and of its
performance for the year ended on that date; and
(ii) complying with Australian Accounting Standards (including Australian Accounting Interpretations)
and the Corporations Regulations 2001.

Auditor’s Responsibility
Our responsibility is to express an opinion on the financial report based on our audit. We conducted our
audit in accordance with Australian Auditing Standards. These Auditing standards require that we comply
with relevant ethical requirements relating to audit engagements and plan and perform the audit to obtain
reasonable assurance whether the financial report is free from material misstatement.
An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and disclosures in the
financial report. The procedures selected depend on the auditor’s judgment, including the assessment of the
risks of material misstatement of the financial report, whether due to fraud of error. In making those risk
assessments, the auditor considers internal control relevant to the entity’s preparation and fair presentation
of the financial report in order to design audit procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not
for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the company’s internal control. An audit also
includes evaluating the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of accounting
estimates made by the directors, as well as evaluating the overall presentation of the financial report.
We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our
audit opinion.
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DRY KIRKNESS
Chartered Accountants

Dated: 5th May 2009		
			
			
			

J LAMPRELL-JARRETT
West Perth WA
Partner

DIRECTORS’ DECLARATION
The Directors of the Company declare that:
1.

the financial statements and notes as set out on pages 45 – 58, are in accordance with the
Corporations Act 2001,

		

(a) comply with Accounting Standards and the Corporations Regulations 2001; and

		
		

(b) give a true and fair view of the financial position as at 31 December 2008 and of
the performance for the year ended on that date of the company;

2.

in their opinion, there are reasonable grounds to believe that the company will be able to pay its
debts as and when they become due and payable.

This declaration is made in accordance with a resolution of the Board of Directors.
Dated this 5th day of May 2009

Margaret Moore
Director
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INCOME STATEMENT FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2008
					
NOTE		
							
			
Revenue from ordinary activities			
2		
Administration expenses						
Bad and doubtful debts expense					
Cost of sales							
Depreciation and amortization expense				
Marketing and promotion expenses					
Program and production expenses					
Research and development funding expenses				
Salaries, wages, consultants expenses					
							
Profit/(Loss) from ordinary activities before income tax			
			
Income tax expense relating to ordinary activities				
							
		
Net profit/(loss) from ordinary activities after income tax expense 		
							

2008		
$		

2007
$

1,253,253		
(196,918)		
-		
(41,225)		
(53,490)		
(64,107)		
(115,603)		
(32,000)		
(827,621)		
------------		
(77,711)		

1,183,447
(192,998)
(295)
(32,365)
(40,321)
(82,025)
(166,365)
(29,994)
(633,850)
-----------5,234

–		
------------		

–
------------

$ (77,711)		
------------		

$ 5,234
------------

						

The accompanying notes form part of these financial statements.
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BALANCE SHEET AS AT 31 DECEMBER 2008
				
NOTE		
						
ASSETS			
CURRENT ASSETS			
Cash and cash equivalents 		
5		
Trade and other receivables		
6		
Inventories				
7		
Other current assets 			
8		
						
TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS
			
						
			
NON-CURRENT ASSETS			
Property, plant and equipment		
9		
						
TOTAL NON-CURRENT ASSETS
			
						
			
TOTAL ASSETS					
						
			
LIABILITIES			
CURRENT LIABILITIES			
Trade and other payables			
10		
Other current liabilities 			
11		
						
TOTAL CURRENT LIABILITIES				
						
			
TOTAL LIABILITIES					
						
			
NET ASSETS						
						
			
EQUITY			
Reserves				
12		
Retained earnings					
						
TOTAL EQUITY					
						
		
The accompanying notes form part of these financial statements.

2008		
$		

2007
$

244,067		
152,036		
2,824		
19,098		
------------		
418,025		
------------		

255,849
42,466
1,813
1,161
-----------301,289
------------

90,589		
------------		
90,589		
------------		

121,469
-----------121,469
------------

508,614		
------------		

422,758
------------

97,872		
156,370		
------------		
254,242		
------------		

62,860
27,815
-----------90,675
------------

254,242		
------------		

90,675
------------

$ 254,372 		
=======		

$ 332,083
=======

36,000		
218,372		
------------		
$ 254,372 		
=======		

36,000
296,083
-----------$ 332,083
=======
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STATEMENT OF RECOGNISED INCOME AND EXPENSE FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2008
			
				
Equity
				
			
Balance at 1 January 2007		
Surplus/(Deficit) attributable to members
				
Balance at 31 December 2007		
Surplus/(Deficit) attributable to members
				
Balance at 31 December 2008
				

General Reserve	Retained Earnings	 Total
$		

$		

$

36,000		
-		
----------		
36,000
-		
----------		
$ 36,000 		
======		

290,849		
5,234		
----------		
296,083
(77,711)		
----------		
$ 218,372 		
======		

326,849
5,234
---------332,083
(77,711)
---------$ 254,372
======

STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2008
				
NOTE		
2008		
						
$		
			
Cash flows from operating activities					
Receipts from members and customers			
209,658		
Grants and sponsorships received				
1,037,947		
Payments to suppliers and employees			
(1,262,710)		
Interest received					
25,590		
						
------------		
Net cash (used in)/ provided by operating activities 14 (b)		
10,485		
						
------------		
Cash flows from investing activities				
Payment for property, plant and equipment			
(22,267)		
						
------------		
Net cash (used in)/ provided by investing activities			
(22,267)		
						
------------		
Net increase/ (decrease) in cash held				
(11,782) 		
Cash at the beginning of the financial year			
255,849		
						
------------		
Cash at the end of the financial year		
14 (a)		
$ 244,067 		
						
=======		

2007
$

207,243
928,482
(1,123,296)
27,210
-----------39,639
-----------(46,184)
-----------(46,184)
-----------(6,545)
262,394
-----------$ 255,849
=======

The accompanying notes form part of these financial statements.
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Notes to and forming part of the financial statements for the year
ended 31 december 2008
Note 1. Statement of Significant Accounting Policies

Plant and equipment

The financial report is for Perth Institute of Contemporary Arts (PICA) Limited as an individual entity,
incorporated and domiciled in Australia. PICA Limited is a company limited by guarantee.

Plant and equipment are measured on the cost basis less depreciation and impairment losses.
The carrying amount of property, plant and equipment is reviewed annually by directors to ensure it is not
in excess of the recoverable amount from these assets. The recoverable amount is assessed on the basis of
the expected net cash flows, which will be received from the assets employment and subsequent disposal.
The expected net cash flows have not been discounted to their present values in determining recoverable
amounts.

Basis of Preparation
The financial report is a general purpose financial report that has been prepared in accordance with Australian
Accounting Standards, Australian Accounting Interpretations, other authoritative pronouncements of the
Australian Accounting Standards Board and the Corporations Act 2001.
Australian Accounting Standards set out accounting policies that the AASB has concluded would result in
a financial report containing relevant and reliable information about transactions, events and conditions to
which they apply. Material accounting policies adopted in the preparation of this financial report is presented
below. They have been consistently applied unless otherwise stated.

Depreciation
The depreciable amount of all fixed assets is depreciated on a straight-line basis over their useful lives to the
entity commencing from the time the asset is ready for us. Leasehold improvements are depreciated over the
shorter of either the unexpired period of the lease or the estimated useful lives of the improvements.

The financial report has been prepared on an accruals basis and is based on historical costs, modified, where
applicable, by the measurement at fair value of selected non-current assets, financial assets and financial
liabilities.

The depreciation rates used for each class of depreciable assets are:
Plant and equipment		
10-40%
Motor vehicle		
25%
Leasehold Improvements		
30%

Accounting Policies
(a)

Taxation

The assets’ residual value and useful lives are reviewed, and adjusted if appropriate, at each balance sheet
date.

The company is exempt from income tax under Section 50-45 of the Income Tax Assessment Act 1997 as
the company is a non-profit organisation promoting art and culture. Accordingly no income tax expense is
recognised in the financial statements.
(b)

The assets’ carrying amount is written down immediately to it recoverable amount if the assets carrying
amount is greater than its estimated recoverable amount.

Inventories

Gains and losses on disposals are determined by comparing proceeds with the carrying amount. These gains
or losses are included in the income statement.

Inventories are measured at the lower of cost and current replacement cost. Costs are assigned on a first-in
first-out basis.

(e)

(c)	Leases

Provision is made for the company’s liability for employee benefits arising from services rendered by
employees to balance date. Employee benefits expected to be settled within one year have been measured
at the amounts expected to be paid when the liability is settled, plus related on-costs. Employee benefits
payable later than one year have been measured at the present value of the estimated future cash outflows
to be made for those benefits.

Lease payments for operating leases, where substantially all the risks and benefits remain with the lessor, are
charged as expenses in the periods in which they are incurred.
(d)

Employee Benefits

Property, Plant and Equipment

Contributions are made by the economic entity to employee superannuation funds and are charged as
expenses when incurred.

Each class of property, plant and equipment is carried at cost or fair values less, where applicable,
accumulated depreciation and impairment losses.
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Note 1. Statement of Significant Accounting Policies (continued)
(f)

(k)	Financial Instruments

Cash and Cash Equivalents

Recognition

Cash and cash equivalents include cash on hand, deposits held at call with banks, other short term highly
liquid investments with original maturities of three months or less, and bank overdrafts. Bank overdrafts are
shown within short-term borrowings in current liabilities on the balance sheet.
(g)	Revenue

Financial instruments are initially measured at cost on trade date, which includes transaction costs, when
the related contractual rights or obligations exist. Subsequent to initial recognition these instruments are
measured as set out below.

Revenue from the sale of goods is recognised upon the delivery of goods to customers.

Financial assets at fair value through profit and loss

Grant revenue is recognised in the income statement when it is controlled. When there are conditions
attached to the grant revenue relating to the use of those grants for specific purposes it is recognised in the
balance sheet as a liability until such conditions are met or services provided.

A financial asset is classified in this category if acquired principally for the purpose of selling in the short term
or if so designated by management and within the requirements of AASB 139: Recognition and Measurement
of Financial Instruments. Realised and unrealised gains and losses arising from changes in the fair value of
these assets are included in the income statement in the period in which they arise.

Interest revenue is recognised using the effective interest rate method, which for floating rate financial assets
is the rate inherent in the instrument.

Loans and receivables

Revenue from the rendering of a service is recognised upon the delivery of the service to the customers.

Loans and receivables are non-derivative financial assets with fixed or determined payments that are not
quoted in an active market and are stated at amortised cost using the effective interest rate method.

All revenue is stated net of the amount of goods and services tax (GST).
(h)

Held-to-maturity investments

Unexpended Grants

These investments have fixed maturities, and it is the company’s intention to hold these investments to
maturity. Any held-to-maturity investments held by the company are stated at amortised cost using the
effective interest rate method.

The entity receives grant monies to fund projects either for contracted periods of time or for specific projects
irrespective of the period of time required to complete those projects. It is the policy of the entity to treat
grants monies as unexpended grants in the balance sheet where the entity is contractually obliged to provide
the services in a subsequent financial period to when the grant is received or in the case of specific project
grants where the project has not been completed.
(i)

Available-for-sale financial assets
Available-for-sale financial assets include any financial assets not included in the above categories. Availablefor-sale financial assets are reflected at fair value. Unrealised gains and losses arising from changes in fair
value are taken directly to equity.

Goods and Services Tax (GST)

Revenues, expenses and assets are recognised net of the amount of GST, except where the amount of GST
incurred is not recoverable from the Australian Tax Office. In these circumstances the GST is recognised as part
of the cost of acquisition of the asset or as part of an item of the expense. Receivables and payables in the
balance sheet are shown inclusive of GST.
(j)

Financial liabilities
Non-derivative financial liabilities are recognised at amortised cost, comprising original debt less principal
payments and amortisation.

Provisions

Impairment of Assets

Provisions are recognised when the company has a legal or constructive obligation, as a result of past events,
for which it is probable that an outflow of economic benefits will result and that outflow can be reliably
measured.
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At each reporting date, the entity assesses whether there is objective evidence that a financial instrument has
been impaired. In the case of available-for-sale financial instruments, a prolonged decline in the value of the
instrument is considered to determine whether an impairment has arisen. Impairment losses are recognised in
the Income Statement.
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Note 1. Statement of Significant Accounting Policies (continued)
(l)

Impairment of Assets

At each reporting date, the company reviews the carrying values of its tangible and intangible assets to
determine whether there is any indication that those assets have been impaired. If such an indication exists,
the recoverable amount of the asset, being the higher of the asset’s fair value less costs to sell and value in
use, is compared to the asset’s carrying value. Any excess of the asset’s carrying value over its recoverable
amount is expensed to the income statement.
Where the future economic benefits of the asset are not primarily dependent upon the asset’s ability to
generate net cash inflows and when the entity would, if deprived of the asset, replace its remaining future
economic benefits, value in use is depreciated replacement cost of an asset.
Where it is not possible to estimate the recoverable amount of an individual asset, the company estimates the
recoverable amount of the cash-generating unit to which the asset belongs.
(m)

Comparative Figures

2008		
$		

2007
$

Grants					
Sponsorship/Donations				
Earned Income				
Other					
Interest					
Bar and café sales				
					
Total Revenue				
					
Note 3. Profit/(loss) from ordinary activities

995,797		
56,273		
120,405		
343		
25,590		
54,845		
------------		
$1,253,253 		
=======		

880,993
38,166
183,119
8,802
27,210
45,157
-----------$1,183,447
=======

41,225		

32,365

36,406		
17,084		

23,237
17,084

3,520		

5,082

6,413		
1,132		
-		
------------		
$ 7,545
------------		

6,000
1,000
2,247
-----------$ 9,747
------------

Profit/(loss) from ordinary activities before income 		
tax expense has been determined after:		
		
Charging as an expense - 		
Cost of sales bar and cafe			
Depreciation of property, plant and equipment:		
- plant and equipment				
- leasehold improvements			
		
Rental expense on operating leases
– minimum lease payments			

Where required by Accounting Standards comparative figures have been adjusted to conform with changes in
presentation for the current financial year.
(n)

					
					
Note 2. Revenue		

Critical Accounting Estimates and Judgements

The directors evaluate estimates and judgements incorporated into the financial report based on historical
knowledge and best available current information. Estimates assume a reasonable expectation of future
events and are based on current trends and economic data, obtained both externally and within the company.

Key Estimates – Impairment
The directors assess impairment at each reporting date by evaluating conditions specific to the Company that
may lead to impairment of assets. Where an impairment trigger exists, the recoverable amount of the asset
is determined. Fair value less costs to sell or current replacement cost calculations performed in assessing
recoverable amounts incorporate a number of key estimates.

Note 4. Auditors’ remuneration
Remuneration of the auditor for:		
Current auditor – audit of financial report		
– other services *			
Previous auditor – audit of financial report 		
					
					
					

Key Judgements- Provision for Doubtful Debts
The Directors believes that all receivables are recoverable. Accordingly, no doubtful debts provision has been
made as at 31 December 2008.
The financial report was authorised for issue on 5th May 2009 by the Board of Directors

* Other services include accounting assistance and compliance accounting advice in respect of accounting standards.
The auditors receive no other benefits.

Note 5. Cash and cash equivalents
Cash on hand				
Cash at bank				
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1,100		
242,967		
------------		
$ 244,067 		
------------		

754
255,095
-----------$ 255,849
-----------PICA Annual Report 08

					
					

2008		
$		

2007
$

Trade receivables				
Other receivables				
					
					
					
		
Note 7. Inventories

152,036		
-		
------------		
$ 152,036
------------		

35,184
7,282
-----------$ 42,466
------------

Stock – at cost				
					
					
					
		
Note 8. Other current assets		

2,824		
------------		
$ 2,824
------------		

1,813
-----------$ 1,813
------------

Prepayments				
					
					
					

19,098		
------------		
$ 19,098
------------		

1,161
-----------$ 1,161
------------

435,703		
(354,770)		
------------		
80,933		
------------		
19,159		
(19,159)		
------------		
-		
------------		
122,552		
(112,896)		
------------		
9,656		
------------		
$ 90,589 		
------------		

497,844
(403,115)
-----------94,729
-----------19,159
(19,159)
----------------------122,552
(95,812)
-----------26,740
-----------$ 121,469
------------

Note 6. Trade and other receivables		

Note 9. Property, plant and equipment
Plant and equipment - at cost			
Less accumulated depreciation			
					
					
					
Motor vehicle – at cost				
Less accumulated depreciation			
					
					
					
Leasehold improvements – at cost			
Less accumulated amortisation			
					
				
					
Total Property, Plant and Equipment			
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Note 9. Property, plant and equipment (cont.)
			
Opening Balance		
Add: Additions		
Less: Disposals		
Depreciation			
			
Closing Balance		
			

Plant and Equipment
94,729
22,610		
-		
(36,406)		
------------		
$ 80,933
------------		

Motor vehicle
-		
-		
------------		
$
------------		

Leasehold improvements Total
26,740 			
-			
-			
(17,084)			
------------			
$ 9,656 		
------------			

					
					
Note 10. Trade and other Payables

2008		
$		

2007
$

Trade creditors 				
Sundry payables and accrued expenses		
Employee benefits				
					
					
					
Note 11. Other Current Liabilities 		

53,996		
22,446		
21,430		
------------		
$ 97,872
------------		

20,530
24,163
18,167
-----------$ 62,860
------------

Unspent grants (refer to Note 20)			
Income in advance				
Deposits and bonds				
					
					
					

-		
155,870		
500		
------------		
$ 156,370 		
------------		

13,640
12,375
1,800
-----------$ 27,815
------------

121,469
22,610
(53,490)
-----------$ 90,589
------------

Note 12. Reserves- General Reserve
					
$ 36,000 		
$ 36,000
					
------------		
-----------The general reserve was used in prior years to record amounts set aside to fund future equipment purchases and leasehold improvements.
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Note 9. Property, plant and equipment (cont.)
			
Opening Balance		
Add: Additions		
Less: Disposals		
Depreciation			
			
Closing Balance		
			

Plant and Equipment
94,729
22,610		
-		
(36,406)		
------------		
$ 80,933
------------		

Motor vehicle
-		
-		
------------		
$
------------		

Leasehold improvements Total
26,740 			
-			
-			
(17,084)			
------------			
$ 9,656 		
------------			

					
					
Note 10. Trade and other Payables

2008		
$		

2007
$

Trade creditors 				
Sundry payables and accrued expenses		
Employee benefits				
					
					
					
Note 11. Other Current Liabilities 		

53,996		
22,446		
21,430		
------------		
$ 97,872
------------		

20,530
24,163
18,167
-----------$ 62,860
------------

Unspent grants (refer to Note 20)			
Income in advance				
Deposits and bonds				
					
					
					

-		
155,870		
500		
------------		
$ 156,370 		
------------		

13,640
12,375
1,800
-----------$ 27,815
------------

121,469
22,610
(53,490)
-----------$ 90,589
------------

Note 12. Reserves- General Reserve
					
$ 36,000 		
$ 36,000
					
------------		
-----------The general reserve was used in prior years to record amounts set aside to fund future equipment purchases and leasehold improvements.
Note 13: Capital and Leasing Commitments
					
					

2008		
$		

2007
$

Non-cancellable operating leases contracted for but not capitalised in the financial statements: 		
a) Payable – minimum lease payments		
- not later than 12 months			
- between 12 months and 5 years			
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3,840		
9,920		
------------		
$ 13,760
------------		

3,840
13,760
-----------$ 17,600
-----------52

Note 15. Key Management Personnel Compensation
Total compensation paid in aggregate to key management personnel during the year:
Short term benefits						

Credit risk
The maximum exposure to credit risk, excluding the value of any collateral or other security, at balance date
to recognised financial assets, is the carrying amount, net of any provisions for impairment of those assets, as
disclosed in the balance sheet and notes to the financial statements.

$162,108

Note 16. Financial Risk Management

a) Financial Risk Management Policies

There are no material amounts of collateral held as security at 31 December 2008.

The company’s financial instruments consist mainly of deposits with banks, short term investments, accounts
receivable and payable.

Credit risk is managed and reviewed regularly by management. It arises from exposure to customers and
deposits with financial institutions.

The company does not have any derivative instruments at 31 December 2008.

The company monitors the credit risk as follows:
- surplus funds are only invested on deposit in the major Australian banks.

i) Treasury Risk Management

Price risk
The company’s exposure to price risk is similar to any other not-for-profit company which provides services in
the current economic climate.

Management meets on a regular basis to analyse financial risk exposure and to evaluate management
strategies in the context of the most recent economic conditions and forecasts.
Management’s overall risk management strategy seeks to assist the Company in meeting its financial targets,
whilst minimising potential adverse effects on financial performance.
Management operates under policies approved by the Board. Risk management policies are approved and
reviewed by the Board on a regular basis.

ii) Financial Risk Exposures and Management
The main risks to which the company is exposed through its financial instruments are interest rate risk,
liquidity risk, credit risk and price risk.
Interest rate risk
Interest rate risk is monitored by management on a regular basis.
Foreign currency risk
The company is not exposed to fluctuations in foreign currencies.
Liquidity risk
The company manages liquidity risk by regularly monitoring forecast cash flows and ensuring that adequate
funds are available for day to day operations.
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Note 16. Financial Risk Management (cont.)

b) Financial Instrument Composition and Maturity Analysis
The table below reflects the undiscounted contractual settlement terms for financial instruments of a fixed period of maturity, as well as management’s expectations of settlement period for all
other financial instruments. As such, the amounts may not reconcile to the balance sheet.
		
				
2008
2007
2008
2007
				
$
$
$
$
				
Floating Interest rate
Non-interest bearing
FINANCIAL ASSETS					
Cash and cash equivalents		
242,967 255,095 1,100
754
Trade and other receivables		
152,036 42,466
				
----------- -------------------- ---------TOTAL FINANCIAL ASSETS		
242,967 255,095 153,136 43,220
				
======= =====
====== =====
							
FINANCIAL LIABILITIES							
Trade and other payables		
76,442
44,693
				
----------------------------- ---------TOTAL FINANCIAL LIABILITIES		
76,442
44,693
				
====== =====
====== ======
Weighted Average Effective Interest Rate

4.24%

2008
$
Total

2007
$

244,067
152,036
----------396,103
=======

255,849
42,466
---------298,315
=====

76,442
---------76,442
======

44,693
---------44,693
======

6.20%

c) Net Fair Values
The aggregate net fair values and carrying amounts of financial assets and financial liabilities are disclosed in the balance sheet and in the notes to the financial statements.
Fair values are materially in line with carrying values and non current assets and liabilities have not been discounted to net present values.
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Sensitivity Analysis
Interest rate risk
The company has performed a sensitivity analysis relating to its exposure to interest rate risk at balance date. This sensitivity analysis demonstrates the effect on current year results and equity
which could result from a change in this risk.
As at 31 December 2008, the effect on profit and equity as a result of changes in the interest rate, with all other variables remaining constant would be as follows:
					
					
Change in profit/(loss)		
- Increase in interest rate by 2%			
- Decrease in interest rate by 2%			
		
Change in equity		
- Increase in interest rate by 2%			
- Decrease in interest rate by 2%			

2008
$

2007
$

4,981
(4,981)

5,171
(5,171)

4,981
(4,981)

5,171
(5,171)

This sensitivity analysis has been performed on the assumption that all other variables remain unchanged.
Note 17. Members Guarantee
The company is limited by guarantee. If the company is wound up, the memorandum of association states that each member is required to contribute a maximum of $1.00 towards meeting any
outstanding contributions of the company. At 31 December 2008, the number of members was a minimum of 85.
Note 18. Economic Dependency
The company is dependent upon funding via a Triennial Tripartite Funding Agreement for the years 2008-2009-2010 with the Government of Western Australia through the Department of Culture
and the Arts, and The Australia Council.
Note 19. Company Details
The registered office of the company and principal place of business is:
Perth Institute of Contemporary Arts Ltd
51 James Street
PERTH WA 6000
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Note 20. Unexpended Grants
		
				

Unexpended grants
b/fwd from previous
financial year

Grant income
received this year

Australia Council				
Visual Arts and Craft Board		
-		
Visual Arts and Craft Strategy
-		
Other Australia Council			
-		
			
---------------		
				
-		
			
---------------		

107,584		
150,000		
40,000		
---------------		
297,584		
---------------		

State Arts Funding				
DCA Core grant			
3,870		
DCA Visual Arts and Craft Strategy		
-		
DCA Non-recurrent grant		
9,770		
			
---------------		
				
13,640		
			
---------------		
Other grants			
-		
			
---------------		
Total Grants
$
13,640
			
=========

378,388		
222,800		
50,660		
--------------651,848		
---------------		
32,725
--------------$ 982,157 		
=========
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Grant expenditure
this year

107,584			
150,000			
40,000			
--------------297,584			
---------------		

Unexpended grants c/fwd
to next financial year

-----------------------------

382,258			
222,800			
60,430			
----------------------------665,488			
----------------------------32,725			
----------------------------$ 995,797
$
=========
=========
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Note 21. Accounting Policy Amendments
The following Australian Accounting Standards issued or amended and which are applicable to the entity but not yet effective have not been adopted in the preparation of the financial statements
at reporting date.
AASB Amended		

Standards Affected Which May Apply to the Board		

Application Date

AASB 2007-3		
			
			

AASB 107 Cash Flow Statements				
AASB 119 Employee Benefits
AASB 136 Impairment of Assets

1/1/2009

AASB 2007-6		
			
			
			
			
			

AASB 1

First-time Adoption of Australian			
Equivalents to International
Financial Reporting Standards
AASB 101 Presentation of Financial Statements
AASB 107 Cash Flow Statements
AASB 116 Property, Plant and Equipment

1/1/2009

AASB 2007-8		

AASB 101 Presentation of Financial Statements			

1/1/2009

AASB 101			

AASB 101 Presentation of Financial Statements			

1/1/2009

The changes which will result from the issuance of the above Australian Accounting Standards have not yet been fully ascertained, however, initial indications are that these will result in more
disclosure rather than any financial impact as a result of changes in accounting policies, measurement and recognition.
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Thank you…
PICA’s ongoing programs are primarily supported by an investment from the State Government of Western Australia through the Department
of Culture and the Arts in association with Lotterywest and assistance from the Australian Government through the Australia Council, its
arts funding and advisory body. PICA is supported by the Visual Arts and Crafts Strategy, an initiative of the Australian, State and Territory
Government.

PICA would also like to thank the following people and organisations for their additional support during 2008:
Henry Boston & Margot Dorrington / AbaF WA
Alan Dodge, Stefano Carboni, Gary Dufour, Jenepher Duncan & Robert Cook / Art Gallery of Western Australia
Marcus Canning / Artrage
Liesbeth Goedhart / ArtSupport
Kathy Keele, Ben Strout, Anna Waldman, Billy Crawford, John Baylis, Andrew Donovan & Ricardo Peach / Australia Council
Carol Brearley & Jenny Simpson / AWESOME Arts
CAOS Organisations
Thelma John / Central TAFE
Helen Hewitt & Michele McDonald / City of Perth
Allanah Lucas, Jacqui Allen, Shane Colquhoun, Colin Walker, Ricky Arnold, Rob Finlayson, Alana Culverhouse & Barry Harfield /
Department of Culture and the Arts
Geoff Warn & Daniel Aisenson / Donaldson + Warn Architects
Darren Schwartz / EBM Insurance Brokers
Tony Morgan & Zanda Cameron / EPRA
Jim Cathcart & Jasmin Stephens / Fremantle Arts Centre
Sierra Waterman, Sunny Hall & Greg Cream / GRACE Fine Art
Stuart Duplock / Hawaiian
Mobile States Consortium
Charles & Caroline Morgan
Harley Stumm, Fenn Gordon & Kar Chalmers / Performing Lines
Shelagh Magadza & Marnie Karmelita / Perth International Arts Festival
Barry Mather / Printezy.com
Joe Lenzo / Property Council of Australia
Daniel Godoy / Quest on James
Dave Houchin, Dave Cutbush, Smiljka Dimitrijevic, Brad Fergusson & Peter Barr / RTR FM Radio
Jessee Lee Johns / Studio Robot
Carol Whish-Wilson
Mike Felton / X Press Magazine
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